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INTRODUCTION 
The present thesis proposes to investigate in their own 
/ 
right the chansons of Clement Jannequin and Claudin de Sermisy, 
the two main early sixteenth century composers of the so cal-
led1 Parisian School. Only superficially has the early six-
teenth century development of the chanson been as yet explored. 
In the first place, much study in the field of the chanson has 
concentrated on its later phase, as if its only claim to impor-
tance were the fact that it led to certain Baroque forms. In 
the second place, what little has been written on it has tended 
to be either too specifically biographical or too generally his-
torical. There has not been much done with the music of Jan-
nequin and Sermisy in its own right, just as music. Although 
the present study will not overlook the biographical and social 
aspects of the background, it will endeavor to concentrate on 
the music al foreground with an intensity that has not so far 
been brought to bear upon it. 
The problem is a significant one for at least three rea-
sons : historical, practical, and what might be called for want 
of a better term spiritual. This last word, in this connection, 
may be somewhat unexpected; for the distinguishing feature of 
this music is the fact that it is secular, not sacred. 
son" , 
XXXVI 
From the historical point of vlew, the significance of 
1 Helm, Everett B., "The Sixteenth-Century French Chan-
Proceedin a of the Music Teachers National Association 
1942; for 1941 , 239. 
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the problem arises from the fact that, as yet, not even the 
characteristics and styles of the available chansons have been 
clearly set forth. These chansons are interesting in relation 
to both what preceded and what followed them. They represent, 
on the one hand, a form of secular music that emerged from the 
semi-darkness of improvisatory practice into the light of 
print. Historically, the development of bourgeois culture and 
the d issemination of music through printing bring s us our first 
objective, printed record on any extensive scale of middle -
class music-making. It ls precisely this phase of musical de-
velopment that is here proposed for consideration. At the 
latter end of its historical development, on the other hand, 
the chanson led on the forms of music that were to play an im-
portant role in the Baroque. Often performed by instruments 
alone, it led, late in the century in Italy, to the canzone, 
which in turn merged with sonata-s tyle improvisations to form 
the sonata da chiesa.1 
Not only historically, however, but also practically 
the problem here proposed has its importance. Some of the 
sixteenth-century Parisian chansons are available in modern 
editions. If they were better understood, they would no 
doubt be welcome additions to the repertoires of glee clubs, 
choral societies, and madrigal groups8 The music is quite 
1 This evolution is traced in Crocker, E. G. An Intro-
ductory Study of the Italian Canzona for Instrumental Ensem-
bles and Its Influence Upon the Barofue Sonata, Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Radcliffe Col ege, 1943. 
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singable. It is not so difficult as are some of the later 
madrigals, which more frequently appear in the repertoire of 
such organizations. Thl.s music, moreover, is usable with 
small instrumental ensembles. Some of it is sufficiently in-
dependent of the text to offer good material for instrumental 
performance. The trend toward an autonomous music structure, 
which is found in these works, thus has both its historical 
and practical implications. 
Finally, the problem proposed for investigation in this 
thesis has a somewhat more abstract significance than just the 
historical and practical considerations that have so far been 
adduced. The chanson is a simple form, aesthetically pleas-
ing . It is the "vo ice of the people "--a democratic and lite-
rary, as well as musical, expression of the advancing Renais-
sance. Quite in its own right it merits consideration. 
To delimit the exact area that will here be considered, 
the relationship between the chanson, madrigal, and frottola 
needs to be made clear. The term chanson begins to be applied 
to certain forms of French secular song from the days of the 
' troubadours and trouveres in the eleventh-century. By the be-
ginning of t he sixteenth-century the chanson has certain stan-
dard characteristics: melody in the top voice, supported by 
harmony rather than by counterpoint, and divided into phrases 
in accordance with the lines of the text. These characteris-
tics differ feom those of the madrigal , which is more poly-
phonic and through-composed. The madrigal is the most impor-
tant form of the sixteenth century, and to some extent influ-
iv 
anced the chanson. The chanson, however, appears as a well-
developed form and its published examples appear in quantity 
a number of years before madrigal publication begins in ear-
est.1 Another Italian form with which the Parisian chanson 
shows some affinity is the frottola. With respect to the me-
lody in the top voice, the emphasis on harmony, the division 
of the music into phrases, and the use of strong and definite 
cadences, the chanson and frottola are similar. The main dif-
ference is perhaps that the chanson is more expressive, though 
both are lighter than the early madrigal and display an almost 
nonchalant character. 
Within the limitations of the chanson itself, the pre-
sent study will be restricted largely to the work of the two 
chief composers in the Parisian School, which considered in 
its full extent would also include the work of such men as 
Joaquin Des Pres {1450-1521), Pierre de laRue (1460-1518), 
Jean outon (c. 1480-1522), Adrian Willaert (born c. 1485), 
Jean Richafort, Thomas Crecquil1on (d. 1557), Claude Gouda-
mel (1505-1572), Jacques Arcadelt (1514-1570), Pierre Carton 
(c. 1510-1572), Cipriano da Rore (1516-1565), Nicholas Gom-
bert (1520-1550), Claude Le Jeune (1528-1600), William Cos-
teley (1531-1606), Jacob Regnart (1540-1599), Jacquew Mau-
duit (1557-1627), and Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594). The ex-
1 For further and more detailed information see; Lau-
don, R. T., Poetry and Music of the Polyphonic Chanson, cir-
ca 1520-1535, Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Min-
nesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 
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tent of ~he chanson publication of this entire school is vast . 
Between 1529 and 1550, more than sixteen-hundred chansons were 
published in France alone . Only part of these is obtainable 
in ~odern reprint. Between 1550 and 1570, a comparable number 
we!' publ ished., but at present, most of these that are avail-
able are by Lasso in the edi tion of his complete works. 
Restricted thus largely to the first half of the sixte-
enth century, this thesis will c ons i de r first the Zeitgeist of 
the period; then the predec0 ssors, Joaquin des Pres and Fierre 
de le. Rue; then the two key fi _ures in t he Parisian chanson 
school, Jannequin and Ser.misy; and, finally, the culminating 
composer at the end of the era, Orlando di Lasso . Interest-
ingly enough, both Josquin, the chief composer a t the very be-
g inning of this great per iod of French secul ar vocal composi-
tion, and Orlando di Lasso were Flemish. Thus the p icture 
presented by the School of Paris is provided with a Flemish 
frame . 
CHAP'rER I 
CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
In reconstructinB the cultural backeround for the Pa-
risian chanson school, one must first have clearly in mind 
1 
the Renaissa...Ylce as it took shape in Italy, and then the spe-
cial implications of this movement in the field of mus:i.c. 
After a brief consideration of the nature of the word "Re-
naissance", three of its dominant characteristics will be 
stressed : re-utilization of the past, emphasis on this world, 
and emergence of the middle class . Tracing the movement on 
from Italy to France, we shall then see its part:i.cular influ-
ence in the f ield of music , with its resulting emphasis on se-
cular forms , its transfer of musical activity to the home , and 
its emphasis upon the text as well as upon the music. 
Before proceeding to follow out the ramificntions of 
t h is movement so influential upon music, we should perhaps 
first gain a c lear conception of the term 11 Renais ssnce .. 11 It 
refers to the cultural style which follows chronolog ically 
the Gothic. Actually, it is more a state of mind arrived at 
by different individuals at different times. The Mediterra-
nean area seems to have been more favorable to the develop-
ment of t his state of mind at an earlier date, probably be-
cause of the continued tradition existing there from ancient 
Greece and Rome. In Florence, for instance, Giotto can be 
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said to have exhibited a Renaissance "feeling '' in his paint-
ine s before 1300 . Particularly in the North, however, the 
Renai ssance state of mind was not realized by many individuals 
until the sixteenth century. 
This state of mind is quite impossible to define. The 
word itself is taken from the Latin word renasci which unfor-
tunately means "to be born again ." Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) 
was the first man to use the word in denoting this period of 
history . I n ac tuality, the Renaissanc e was a utilization of 
past experience rather than a completely new birth. It was a 
rebirth only insofar as it was a utilization of man's lmow-
ledge and c r eative abili t y, stemming from antique sources, to 
add and to give additional cultural life and meaning to his 
own civilization. 
As well as being a reutilization, the Renaissance sig-
nifies an emphasis on this world . This oes not mean that it 
was an attack on religion or morality, but that it did usher 
in the beginnings of objective scientific inquiry, freeing 
people from the bonds of superstition. It was an awakening 
of man's interest in himself as an individual rather than as 
merely the member of a group, in the secular as opposed to 
the divine , and in the immediate and par ticul ar rather than 
in the eternal . Artists like Michelangelo and Leonardo still 
depicted religious as well as secular subjects, but the reli -
gious subjects were now humanized and were not the distant, 
impersonal figures depicted in the Gothic Period. The lines 
Plate 1. Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) . PORTRAIT OF MICHELANGELO 
Palazzo della Cancellaria, Rome 
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4 
Plate 2, Michelangelo, Christ "The Lailt Judgement " 
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now possess a classically human grace and warmth in contrast 
to the more pompous symbolism of the Gothic age. 
The reasons for this secularization and for the re-uti-
lization of Greek experience are naturally innumerable. Per-
haps the most significant reason for the tendency toward secu-
larization in France was that the prevailing social conditions 
were favorable to the r.rrowth of secular art. The rislna: bour--~ 
geoisie in the fifteenth century quite naturally desired to 
ape the courtly tastes of the nobility. Perhaps, howeYer, the 
~urgmoisie approached art and music in a sJ.i ghtly different 
spirit from the older aristocracy: the middle class was more 
interested in the e~oyment it could obtain from the arts than 
in simply perpetuating a traditional standard of behavior . 
Aside from such reasons within the boundaries of France, 
t he Italian Renaissance ha~of course, a great influence on 
French culture. Italian art sifted into France by way of tra-
veling artists, especially from Florence, who ventured to edu-
cate the "barbarous Gothick". The wars between Italy and 
France also caused a cultural liaison. In addition, the hu-
manistic tendencies which had been propagated by the Italia_rls 
resulted in a growing interest in popular art \Vl:ich, in turn, 
influenced cultivated art in Italy and in France. These ten-
dencies demanded an art that had a personal "feeling ". Con-
sequently, in music, the French rejected the religious artis-
tic technique of the F'lemish and returned to their native idi-
om--the chanson. 
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These background features present only a skeletal 
idea of the Seitgeist of the period <t The ramifications of 
each characteristic, however, can serve as foundation mate-
rial for the actual art form that is here being considered. 
Attention has been given to the more general aspects of the 
Renaissance in Italy and France--as a state of mind, as a re-
utilization of the antique, as an emphasis on this world, and 
as an expression of the middle class. Before investigat:i.ng 
the compositions themselves, we shall see some of the influ-
ences of these characteristics on music in general: the in-
creasing use of secular forms and the decentralization of the 
church, the resultant popularity of musical arts among the 
amateur and in the home, and the increasing importance of the 
text. 
Considering first the secularization here involved, we 
hould realize that up to the turn of the fifteenth into the 
sixteenth century, the most impressive music had been the mu-
sic of the church .. As musical culture spread, however, and 
as sporadic influences of one musical culture on another left 
their mark, the composers of church music began to write more 
in the secular idiom . Men like Joaquin des Pres and Orlando 
di Lasso began to write with comparable fervor in both the re-
ligious and secul ar idioms . The secular output of these men 
should neither be denied nor neglected. Certainly, the scho-
lars and writers of the period considered the composers of se-
cular music as being quite adequate . Rabalais, Shakespeare, 
Ronsard, and Baif all expr ess ed admir ation for the secular mu-
sic of their times. The two latter poets, as we shall see, 
wrote sonnets expressly to be set to music by chanson campo-
sers. 
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Previously, the church had controlled music of any very 
serious artistic pretensions. Now, owing to the general de-
mand and to the development of printing, decentralization was 
inevitable. As a result of this decentralization, music be-
came indispensable to the layman. Castiglione in his The Cour~ 
~ (1514), which describes the ideal Renaissance gentleman, 
considered musical training indispensable in the moulding of a 
cultured man. 
My lords, you must think I am not pleased with the 
Courtier if he be not also a musician, and besides his 
u~derstanding and cunning upon the. book, have skill in 
like manner on sundry instruments. For if we weigh it 
well, there is no ease of the labors and medicines of 
feeble minds to be found more honest and more praise-
worthy in time of leisure than it. 
With this attitude the Renaissance developed more amateur mu-
sicians and composers than perhaps any other period in the 
history of western civilization. 
Because of these evolving philosophies and privile-
gas , man came to know music as a part of his life and spi-
rit instead of something that went with the church service. 
The essential difference between this "kindred spirit" and 
our present-day liaison with music is that a man of the Re-
naissance was physically and, consequently, perhaps mentally 
and spiritually closer to music than the man of the present 
day. Very few families sing or even play the works of pre-
sent-day composers in ensembles at home, while in the French 
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Renaissance~ this type of family musicale was not a rarity . 
Very often, members of the family were fairly proficient in 
performing on a lute, recorder, or keyboard instrument. With 
t he development of twentieth-century mass media, music-making 
has somehow again become remote: it is almost a rarity for a 
layman to attend a concert or to perfor.m in one, at the con-
cert hall or in his home. 
Thi s distant relationship between music and man is evi-
dent i n the work of our contemporary composers--most of it be-
ing quite d:l.fficult for amateurs., even fairly skillfu l ones, to 
participate in, both because of the sco pe of the orchestra-
tion and the sheer diff iculty of the ma.jority of the composi-
tions . More significant is the fact t hat the close relation-
ship between music and man is evident in Renaissance music, 
most of which is elementary enough for the amateur · usician 
to perform and at the same time enj oy . 
In spite of this significance, much of the music of 
the Renaissance is still awaiting its "Renaissancetr in the 
twentieth century We are surrounded by examples of painting, 
sculpture, and architecture of t he period, but we hear compara-
t i vely ~ little Renaissance music performed. One reason 
for this is that the eighteenth and nineteenth centuri es 
brought about an interest in instrumental mus i c while vocal 
music was slightly neglected~ In t h e Renaissance, however, 
instrumental music was second to vocal music and it has been 
only since the l a te nineteenth century that scholars have re -
vived this vocal music to any great extent . It is still not 
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\ perfor med enough for the musi~public to become totally fami-
liar with Renaissance style .. 
The essence of t h is style is the importance of the 
text.. The French, up until the nineteenth century, preferred 
music wi th a voice and words, which must engage the mind .. 
Even in the chansons of the troubadqurs, music rhythm was oe -
termined by the rhy thm of the text . .r.rhis e lement lncr~as-es 
a s the popularity a.nd importance of the form increases. This 
' I , ' 
wil l be seen.especially in the works of Cleme nt Jannequin, 
where actual tonal painting is proquced. Before procee ding 
ith this topic, however, the chansons of t o of his predeces-
s ors--Joaqu in des Pres and Pierre·de .la Rue•-wil~ . be . consi­
dered . 
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CP..APTER II 
T\ 0 PREDECESSORS : J OSQ,UIN DES PRES AND PIERRE DE LA RUE 
Two important fi gures in the immediate background of 
Jannequin and Sermisy are Josquin des Pres (1450-1521) and 
Pierre de l aRue (1460-1518) .. Josquin, b.eing originally Fla-
mish, suggests the connection between the Parisian School and 
Flanders.. Pierre de laRue was born in Picardy and was active 
at Paris .. The lives of b oth men termina ted before the c lose 
of the first quarter of the sixteenth century; conse quently 
they s tand here as precursors of the main deve lopment with 
which this paper is concerned • • Three other important back-
ground features of the School , moreover, need to be here con-
sidered before proceeding to Jannequin and Se r.mis y : the rela-
tionship between sacred and secular music in t he sixteenth cen-
tury, the state of poetry, and the move towa rds t he deve lop-
ment of mus ic-printing in France. 
Considerine Josquin first, we see in his music the sty-
li s tic qualities to be developed further by t he composers of 
the Paris School: variety of forms, luci~ity of polyphonic 
wr i ting with approach to the use of triads and wi t h the two 
upper voice s sometimes set off against the two lower ones in 
an antiphonal relationship. The texts that Joaquin uses, how-
ever,--as we shall see in the final portion of this section--
are less l ight-hearted than those of the Par i sian compos ers .. 
The mos t impressive feature of the chansons of Josquin 
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des Pres1 is his rich, various, and ingenious employment of 
forms~ Together with Obrecht and others, he is faithful to 
the old formes fixes. Yet he will often break away from them. 
Musically, he employs single, double., and triple canon and 
"both cantua firmus and through-composed techniques; textually 
(and, consequently, also musically), he uses strophic forms 
such as the rondeau and ballade, as well as rnotet-li.ke and 
freely•composed forms. 
Despite the formal complexity of Joaquin, there is 
great simplicity of outline, due to three features: his clear-
ly polyphonic writing, his use of triads, and his antiphonal 
balancing of paired parts. The first of these ways in which 
he achieves simplicity is his consistently polyphonic style~ 
Many of these compositions do, in fact, employ canon (De 
tous biens playne1 Vive le roy1. Usually, however, canon is 
not employed in the strict sense of the word, but rather as 
an integral portion of the polyphonic web. As seen in the 
following example, Joaquin does not forsake lucidity and sim-
plicity of line for the exhibition of sheer technical mastery. 
The serenity of the La te Flemish School has not yielded to, 
but is perhaps intimating the polyphonic exuberance that is to 
1 For complete biography see Reese, Gustave, Music In 
The Reniissance,pp~ 229-231~ 
Hewitt, Harriet, (ed.), Harmonica Mus ices Odhecation, 
A, p .. 4~1. 
- Schering, Arnold (ed~), Geschichte der Musik in Beis-
piel.Jen, ;.. 61. 
come with the age of Gombert and Willaerte This example is 
the opening measures .of Faulte d 1argent.1 
\ ·-4. 
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Another way in which Joaquin achieves simplicity is 
through the interweaving of a triadal style, a tendency which 
is carried on further by Jannequin (although the full and con-
scious development of a triadal style did not, of course, come 
until Rameau, almoat two centuries later). In Joaquin's ten-
dencies in this direction, the harmonies are probably a re-
sult of t· e linear writing ; nevertheless, an essentially tri-
adal "feeling" re sults. This can be seen in the following ex-
ample from Nym hes.l 
/_j <~\ ... 
~-J~ dJ.-v a. - ~. ~ 
' 
- +· / I I ...,I ~J _, 
. . 
p • I_,., 
' 
J I, -
- -~- I 
J'i'i "~ - ~~ LJ!,..- }of~ I)(R> -
I.U 
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A third means used by Joaquin to simplify his writing 
is the setting off of pairs of voices against each other. 
1 Eitner, Robert (ed .), Publikation Aelterer Prakti-
scher Musikwerke, Jahr. 5, 1873-1905. 
... 
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"To emphasize the symmetry of his writing," Sachs ha.s writ-
ten, "J oaquin would often repeat a phrase of the two higher 
voices in the two lower ones and thus anticipate, in a way, 
the antiphony of two choruses so dear to the heart of the 
Baroque."l What Sachs has here had in mind was the antipho-
nal choruses exploited by the Gabrielis at Venice. This 
" quas i- antiphonal" feature of Joaquin's writing re sults in 
a more transparent style than is seen in the works of his 
14 
predecessors, Obrecht and Ockeghem. This stylistic trait, 
which is exemplified also in Nymphes, is developed further in 
the chansons of Jannequin and Claudin, as are the previously 
discussed characteristics. 
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I n spite of these ties with the later composers, Joa-
quin presents a distinct ~ifference in the choice of his texts. 
Wher ea s the texts of Jannequin and Claudin are of a vivac ious, 
c-ar efree nature, Joaquin presents many texts that are in the 
character of laments, for example the text of this same cam-
position: 
Nymphes, napies, nereides, dryades, 
Venez plorer rna desolation; 
Car je languis en telle affliction, 
Que mea esprits sont plus morts que malades. 
(Nymphes, spirits, nereids, dryads, 
Come weep for my loneliness; 
For I languish in such remorse 
That my spirits are more dead than ailing.) 
The general effect of this text, accompanied by an 
embryonic triadal style, resembles somewhat that of the 
stile rappresentativo, which led to the advent of opera a 
16 
century later. 
After the death of Joaquin in 1521, there was further 
development of the style which, in all its essentials, was 
present in his and his contemporaries' work. Pierre de la 
Rue was perhaps the most important of these contemporaries 
and consequently warrants a position next after Joaquin as a 
precursor of the main Parisian composers. 
De laRue--born, according to Goovaerta,l in Picardy--
was active in the chapel of the Burgundian dukes well before 
the end of the century.2 Together with Agricola, De Orto, and 
Mureau, he was among the musicians Philip took with him on 
his second trip to Spain in 1505 when he was proclaimed King 
of Castille, at the death of Isabella in 1504. Hewitt inti-
mates that Pierre de La Rue travelled in Italy, for at least 
his compositions were known and popular there.3 
As with Joaquin, we shall first consider Pierre de la 
Rue's use of various forms, then the general character of his 
polyphonic writing with its tendencies to the use of triads 
and antiphonal balancing of voice parts, and finally his 
choice of texts. 
More than Joaquin, La Rue appears to sever relation-
spips with the formes fixes. He does, moreover, resort to 
1 Hewitt, Harriet, op.cit., ~· 93ff~ : >: ~:-· 
2 Pirro, A., Dokumente uber A. Brumel, p. 359ff; traces 
De la Rue as being active at the Burgund.ie.n chapel as early as 
1485; G. Reese, op.cit., p. 26'7, however, traces him there oill:y 
as far ~ack as 1492. 
Hewitt, H.')op .. cit . , p. 93ff. 
--. -
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r epetitive schemes and, in the process , seeks to vary the pat-
terns i n the true polyphonic style of the period. As Re e s e 
po ints out, ·the chanso.n .Paurquoy non, whi ch is one of the fore-
most examples of the freelycompoaed type of chansons of the 
period, repe ats line one intensified for line t wo.1 Written 
for four voices , it is unusual in that it has t wo flats in 
the signatur e . In this work, there is the typical polyphonic 
we aving of the period ; and, like Josquin, La Rue ls the mas-
ter is tRe me~er of it, and not its se r vant . The following 
is the first phrase of the composition . 2 Literally , the canon 
has ended between the soprano and alto by the end of the sixth 
me asure, but its effects remain in these two voices in a har-
monic fashion ., 
• -....-J 
,, 
,\ 
-~ -.. , ..... , 
,, 
\ ..Ji I v-
., 
~ Reese, GJ~ op . cit ., p.2'72 . 
Expe r t , H., (ed . ) , Trente et une chansons musicales, 
11:Maitres musiciens de la renaissance francaise 11 , Paris,l897 . 
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In this example, there seems to be no doubt that De 
La Rue is very much aware of the vert ical writing and that he 
has an ever growing respect for har. ony and the triad. Even 
though it is not, of course, built on the bass and created 
from the bottom up, he is not considering the previous phrase 
f rom a purely linear perspective. This is the Late F' lemish 
fusion of h rmony and polyphony that is not reached again un-
.. 
til Palestrina, and again until Schutz, Buxtehude, and final-
ly Bach. His use of the triad as such is displayed even 
more vividly in the following example from the same composi-
tion. There can be no doubt that this B-flat chord at the 
beginning of the phrase is not the mere result of fleeting 
melod ic lines. 
l"' 
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The fondness for setting off pairs of voices against 
each other~ as in the J oaquin chanson, is lso seen in the 
works of t his composer. :Mijn Hert Heeft1 presents such a 
passage. (Altho~gh Engel attributes this composition to 
Obrecht, 2 Gleason claims that it is by De La Rue.3 Neither 
one~ however, gives any proof . It would seem plausible, 
though, that Mijn Hert Heeft is not by Obrecht. There is a 
complete absence of any par allel sixth chords. It is probable 
that a complete lack of faux bourdon would be more characteris-
tic of the latter composer . Also, De La Rue, as has been men-
1 ~~ Engel, L, Renaissance To Baroque,AI. 2 I b i d. 3 Gleason, H. ~ Music Liter ature Outlines, Series I. 
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tioned previously, was a contemporary of Joaquin, studied with 
Ockeghem, as Josquin i s supposed to have done , and his music 
has much the same stylistic characteristics as that of Joa-
qu in.) 
;' -. '"T~ 
I I"" o.::...t I....-
J Voo't- cl lte wee- rdf~-/, -n-J1 - ae, 
~ 
, 
I• f+ 0 + 0 
~y - n#l ~-~It ~-~t:-n11 - lit, ~b 
I' Vcol- o/ r/t~ w~ f;voor ~/It~ IA)te-
~-' h ... ,... 
. 
' 
\ ,_ ~.§h~ - ,.-,~y . ,~ flei . t:/j MjfJ h~~--~~ lrzy ~IY 
This composi t i on is also an example of one of the many "French" 
chansons that were writ t en in the speech (Dutch) of t he low-
lands . This peculiarity was due to the fluidity of t he boun-
dary l i nes of cultural Fr ce and the Netherland s. 
Summing up our c onsideration so far of the predeces-
sors of Jannequin and Sermisy, we see in the chansons of Joa-
quin des Pres and Pierre de la Rue great unity in variety. 
The variety comes trom the use of various forms. The unity 
is provided by a consistent use of polyphony and by tenden-
cies towar ds chordal and antiphonal writing . So far as the 
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words of their vocal compositions are concerned# we have ob-
served Josquin 1 s more sober treatment and De laRue's use of 
foreign vernacular texts . These are t r aits that will be car-
rie d over and developed further in the works of Clement Jan-
nequin and Olaudin de Sermisy. 
Before proceeding to the two major Parisian composers 
who are the main subject of this dissertation, the reader 
should first realize three factors influential on music acti-
vity in the sixteenth century: the church, humanism# and the 
press. 
Integrally with the fusion of sacred and secular ele-
ments in this earlier part of the sixteenth century, there 
evolved a closer relationship between the music of the chu rch 
and secular music. Consequently, as the century progresses, 
some of the characteristic changes in the secular forms can 
be seen in the sac ,-ed idiom as well. This is not the first 
such occurrence in music history, but this is the first time 
tha t the influence of secular music on sacred music had been 
so acknowledgedly direct--and to such a great de gree. 
This influence was manifested in many ways, the most 
obvious of which was the tendency toward a more harmonic style 
with emphasis on the upper voice--the other voices becoming 
subordinate to it, bringing about less independence of the in-
dividual melodic lines. Along with this feature, the modern 
key-feeling which prefers the major and minor scales starts to 
replace the medieval church modes . Both these features, to a 
great extent, were directly due to the influence of the secu-
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lar songs of the period, and continue to be manifested in 
chu~ch music during t he French Renaissance. 
A second factor influential on music activity in the 
sexteenth century was humanism. Since the Italian war under 
Charles VI I I in 1495, French poets and scholars had come in 
closer contact with Italian humanists . In turn, the majority 
of sixteenth-century secular composers based t heir chansons on 
texts by these same French poets . The literary upshot was 
the school of rhetoricians whose aim was the rev ival of cla s-
sical ideas in poetry. Jean Lemaire de Belges and Jean Ma-
r et, who are the most prominent members of the group and may 
be regarded as representing it, to some extent abandoned the 
curr ent rules of court poetry ~ Still, their works were not 
free from a certain rigidi ty and formalism, which were no es-
pecially favorable to musical setting. 
/ 
It was left to the son of Jean Marot , Clement, to 
break away finally from the old spirit. In his chansons of 
the early twenties, vernacular elements came to the fore. 
They addressed the people in a fashion comprehens i ble to 
/ 
them. Marot, turning away from the principles of the rheto-
rici en s , consciously t ook up features of provincial folk-
song s and adjusted t hem to literary standards. Because of 
its directness and simplicity, his language could be u nde r-
stood by everybody--it was the language of the educated 
bourgeoisie. His achievement is the more remarkable for a 
man who, as a chamberlain of King Francis I, had many friends 
among the members of aristocratic society . Embracing intrin-
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sic features of folk poetry, the Clement Marot chanson appeal-
ed st rongly to t he taste of the French public. As a consa-
quence, numerous poets, whose names have not come t o us, wrote 
chansons of the same type. 
These lyri c chansons were set to music by the composers 
who were attached to the court of King Francis. These com-
posers were men who had come from their home towns i n the 
Nethe rlands to be active as choirmasters or singers at the 
Chapelle Musique du Roy or the Sainte-Chapelle du Palais . 
They developed and retained, in Pari s, high standards of musi-
cal culture and learning, and taught a young generat ion the 
craft they knew so well~ As a result, about 1525, a group of 
well-trained French composers ente r ed the musical scene, led 
by Cldment Jannequin and Claudin de Sermisy. 
Before continuing with the chansons of these men, how-
ever, a third and final importan t factor warrants consideration 
--the si t uation of mu sic printing during the period. Two 
printers should be menti oned: an Italian, Ottaviano dei Pe-
trucci, for whose activity the earliest date known is from a 
peti tion signed by Petrucci on May 25, 1498, reques ting ex-
elusive privilege to print his Harmonica Musices Odhecation; 
and a Frenchman, Pierre Attaingant, whose publicat ions date 
f rom 1528 to 1549. 
Of these the former, Petrucci, printed and published 
many works containing a great number of chansons~ Among these 
works are works are the first insta1L'1lent of the one jus~en-
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tioned, his Harmonica Musices Odhecation A (1501). It was 
followed by Canti B (1502) and Canti C (1504). He also later 
published many frottole., 
The publications of the latter, Attaignant, include 
about seventy collections, containing nearly two-thousand 
chansons. He was responsible for printing improvements, 
including the careful placing of words under their appropri-
ate notes . 1 Whereas Petrucci had printed the staff and the 
notes separately, Attaignant employed a system originated by 
Pierre Haultin of Paris (d. 1580} in which small fragments of 
the staff were combined with the notes, and with these pieces 
the whole composite of staves and not es was built up. 
Between the first publication in 1501 by Petrucci 
and the first French printings by Attaignant in 1528, musi-
cologists know little except that a change had taken p!ace 
in the style of French secular music . There are a few prints 
of chanson collections known, two by Andrea Antico in 1520. 
More prints from this quarter century, however, would be in-
valuable; for during these twenty-five years, there was re-
volutionary change in the style and characteristics of t he 
chanson. 
This change is even more pertinent to this particular 
investigation because Petrucci's publications in 1501 are cen-
tered around the works of Joaquin des Pres and Pierre de la 
1 Reese, G. op.cit. ~· 289. 
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Rue, whereas, the two main composers of the Attaingant col-
lections are Jannequin and Claudin. In fact, Attaingnant's 
second 1529 collection consists of all Jannequin chansons. 
Thus, it is understandable why Lang divides French Renai s sance 
music into three periods: Josquin in the first, J annequin and 
Claudin de Sermisy in the second, and the music written after 
the death of Jannequin, in the third$ 
Actually, the prints of Attaignant in 1528 are the 
first prints of the Parisian polyphonic chanson. They were, 
in fact, according to Reese, the first prints of any kind of 
polyphonic music in France. There are thus four main men in 
the Paris movement: Marot in poetry, Attaingnant in printing, 
and Claudin and Jannequin in music. 
Though not well represented in extant prints, the 
change that took place prior to the ac t ual movement was due 
to the Italian influence on French culture at the beg inning 
of the Renaissance. Music followed the same tendencies as 
the rest of culture. Jannequin and Claudin came directly 
unde r this influence, for each of them had contact wi th 
Italy. The former accompanied his King to Italy in 1515 and 
resided in the court of the Duke of Ferrara. Jannequin took 
part in the battle of Marignano in It~ly under Francis I, 
against the Swiss. One of his most cele brated chansons is 
his La Bataille, which is a musical description of this battle 
and which will be discussed at some length. 
This work, as well as the other compositions in At-
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t aignan t •s early volumes, reveals a true vocalism of s etting. 
While many of the chansons developed into canzone , many ef-
fects of some of J annequin •s chansons- -as we shall see- -de-
pend solely on his interpretation of the text .. The composi-
tions display balanced form with long well- rounded statements 
of each idea . Almost all--probably as a result of influence 
from the Italian frottola--are in clear two or three part 
forms, the first part setting forth the purpose of the song 
and the second section consist ing of developmental material. 
The main characteristics will be discussed simultaneously 
with a discussion of the chansons themselves . 
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CHAPTER III 
/ 
CLEI(ENT JANNEQUIN 
Though de veloping further many of the characteristics 
of Joaquin des Pres and Pierre de la Rue, Cltment Jannequin1 
presents certain uniq,ue aspects of the chanson which will now 
be considered. These aspects , however, are quite in keeping 
wi t h the cultu ral picture that has been set forth in the pre-
cious chapters. Before discussing these aspects we shall de al 
briefly with the biography of the composer, the popularity and 
significance of his compositions, and his aim in setting poe try 
to music . The main portion of the chapter will then deal with 
some of the individual compositions: first the progr~~m1atic 
(Le Chant des Oyseaux, La Guerref La Chasse, Nature Ornant la 
Drone, and Las Povre Coeur } and then the non-programmatic ones 
' (Trefves d 1 amours , Ung Jour Colin, and J'ay veu l e temps) . 
/ 
As to the biography of Clement Jannequin, it is believed 
that La Bataille de Marignan was written by a fairly mature 
composer, technically well versed, a man at least in his twen-
ties~ We know that the composer took part in this battle~ 
whi ch occurred on September 13-14, 1515. His birth-date has 
accordingly been assumed by musicologists to be c . 1490. 
1 Other spellings of the name are Janequin, Jannecquin, 
and Jehannequin, but the pomposer himself spelled it Janne-
quin (cf. Levron, J., Clement Jannequin p. 42)~ 
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A Reese traces Jannequin 1 s origin to Chatellerault near 
Poitie rs~ Cauchie went further, however, in discovering that 
the origin of the name of this same Jannequin family can be 
traces, in turn, to a respectable bourgeois family of lawyers 
of Bourges.l There is another possibility of a Jannequin fami-
ly of Beri. But, as the family name of Jannequin was not un-
common in France during the Renaissance, either of these loca-
tions is possible but neither one is definitely established, 
for in the records of both families there can be four ·~'. r1o 
I 
trace of a Clement . 
Cauchie has been instrumental in discovering legal 
manuscripts provingg the whereabouts of Jannequin during cer-
tain periods of his life . / Also, Jacques Levron 1 s Clement Jan-
nequin, which was published in 1948, possesses enough facts to 
reconstruct a fairly complete biography ~ To Levron, Jannequin's 
biography is quite important musicologically, for he sees a 
close relationship be~~een certain phases of the composer's 
life and works, particularly in the middle years . Levron, 
however, is more concerned with the composer's biography than 
with his compositions, as music. 
Like many other unmarr ied men of the upper bourgeou-
sie in his day , Jannequin entered a religious order between 
the years 1510 and 1515 . Not necessarily through any un-
1 Cauchie , Maurice, 11 Cl~ment Jannequin: rechercp.es sur 
sa famille et sur lui-meme ", Revue de Musicologie, Feb:., l923, 
p " 13-25. 
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u sual personal religious experience but simply in acc ordance 
with the mores of the time, he became a curate . In 1529 he 
was at Bordeaux, and at some other date he was chaplai n of 
Frans ois de Guis le Balafre 9 The year of his death is not 
certain, but it must have been some time after 1559, the date 
of an extant letter in verse which he addressed to the Queen 
of France and prefaced to his Recuil d 1 0ct~~te--deus psaumes 
de David .. In this poem, he states that he is 11 a. poor old man" 
(un pauvre vieil homme), which Levron interprets as indicating 
poverty but which may simply have been a conventiona l forn1 
of humble address. Thus far, the most definite information 
c oncerning the year of his death exists in Le Livre de Me-
ange, which contains 120 songs by various sixteenth century 
chanson composer. In the preface to this collection, there 
is a poem by Ronsard which intimates that Jannequin d i ed be-
tween 1560 and 1565. 
Having traced the main outlines of his life, we shall 
now consider the popularity and significance of his composi-
tions; for, in France especially, Jannequin is recognized by 
critics and musicians as being one of the most famous compo-
sers of the Renaissance . Totalling more than three hundred 
polyphonic songs, his output still figures in the ~reat 
Parisian song-repertoire and some of his chansons are well-
known even in the more provincial areas, owing partly to pho-
nograph and radio 9 His compositions were printed by mus i c pu-
blishers in France and abroad . These works were not only of 
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high musical merit, but covered a great range of interest and 
s tyles from the early programmatic tableaux, through the expe-
, "' 
riments in Ronsard's vers mesures ala lyre (i.~., quanti-
tative verse set to music), on to the late psalms s howing 
evidences of advanced chromatic technique. His religious 
works (like Claudin's) are almost unknown to us; and until 
the publication of his complete works, undertaken by Cauchie, 
is achieved, we can only speculate upon the worth of these com-
positions. In the early Attaingnant books, Jannequin is the 
only composer honored by publication of complete books devo-
ted solely to his own chansons. After 1540, slightly over one 
hundred chansons by him appear in the Attaignant books--a 
quant ity equaled only by those of Gerton. 
Although testimony on the part of the composer concer-
ning the purpose in setting poetry to music is scanty, there 
does exist a statement by J·annequin in a preface addressed to 
the "amy lecteur" in his Premier Livre, Contenant XXYI IJ 
Psaulmes de David, published by Du Chemin in 1549: 
e••~•voicy le fruict que tu auras: le subject de David 
T' enseignere la voye par on tu dois chaminer pour plaire 
au seigneur Dieu; le traduction de Marot, ontre ce qu'elle 
te fera congnaistre ce que peradventure t•estoit incongneu 
pour la diversite des langues, si polira elle ton langage; 
quand a la Musique, que j'ay conformee aux af f ectious et 
couleurs du poesme, elle ne to pourra que consoler si tu 
es triste, et si tu es joyeux t'y maintenir. Ainsi# par 
un mesme moyen, il tout a un coup pour gainger temps (du-
quel la seule avarice est honneste), ton esprit sera en-
doctrine, ton language poly, et ton oreille (peut estre) 
contentee. 
I Cauchie, M, 11 Les Psaumes de Jannequin," Melanges de 
W.usicologie offerts a M,. Lionel de la Laurencie, Paris: Droz, 
1933 (La Societe Francoise de Musicologie) P. 48. 
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He thus reveals his attitude towards expression in music: 
when it conforms to the effects and figures of the poetry, it 
brings happiness, helps pass the time, raises the spirits, and 
pleases the ear. 
His purpose in writing a descriptive chanson is also 
~ \ 
made explicit in the dedication "A Tres Illistre Et Tres Ex-
cellent Prince Francoys de Lorraine, Due de Guise et Pair de 
France," in the Premier Livre des Inventions musicales, pub-
lished by Du Chemin in 1555:1 
••••• J 1 ay (Monseigneur) ;pris la hardiesse dele trans-
ferer in vous et le vous dedier, staut enriche et decore 
de ce que est parti de vas verutus, grandeur, et puis-
sance, rapporte de vas gestes du camp d'Allemaigne et 
Meta, dont j'ay dresse une bataille rapportee en chant et, 
resonnance au plus presque j 1 ay peu de la vive vois, tant 
des parolles d'hommes pour 1 1 ordonnance d 1 icelle, que sans 
de trompettes, clairons, bruit de canons, artilleries, et 
aut-res chases propres en assaux et bataille, que j 1 ay aus-
si intitulee bataille de Mets.e•••2 
The purpose here expressed is more reportorial and commemora-
tive. 
The extra-musical aspects of Jannequin 1 s purpose in 
composing partly explain why the more purely musical chansons 
of Joaquin had only a partial influence on the Paris School 
even though it is though that both Claudin and Jannequin stu-
died with the master.3 A change in the musical taste of the 
1 Laudon, R. T., op.c1t. P. 78. 
2 Levron, J. Cl~mtn Jannequin Musician de la Renais-
sance, Grenoble: Arthaud, 1948, ~.37 
3 This is more the result of speculation than of factu-
al information. It is probable, however, that both of the 
younger composers were familiar with the works of Joaquin even 
though, except for the early Odhecation of Petrucci, Joaquin's 
secular music was not printed in any quantity until after 1540. 
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time, moreover, is reflected in the characteristics of the 
chansons of the Parisian School.. Actually, the truly "French" 
chanson does not begin until the works of Jannequin and Clau-
din. 
One of these "new" chansons is the f'irst of the program-
matic works to be discussed, Le Chant des. Oyseaux; for, as we 
shall see, the characteristics--especially the treatment of 
the text--are typically "French". First, however, we shall 
investigate a more technical matter, namely that of form. 
Le Chant des . Oyseaux is interesting and rather unique 
in that it does not follow the usual three-part form of the 
Jannequin chansons. It is broken up into five sections and 
exhibits certain anomalous features, which will be apparent 
from the ensuing outline and explanation. 
SECTION I 
(15 measures} 
Introductory mate rial 
Melodic and rhythmic core 
No set form 
SECTION II 
(37 measul~es) 
A (12 measures) B (12 measures) C {13 measures) 
SECTION III 
( 45 measures) 
Onomatopoetic 
Sixteenth no t es 
De scriptive 
A (12 measures) B (20 measures) C (13 measures) 
Same melodic 
material 
Different 
text 
SECTION IV 
(58 measures) 
Same character-
istics 
Different melodic 
and t extual 
material 
Same melodic 
materi al 
Different text 
A (12 measure s) B (33 measures) C ( 13 measures) 
Same melodic 
material 
Different text 
SECTION V 
(55 measures) 
Same che.rac ter-
istics 
Different melodic 
and textual 
material 
Same melodic 
material 
Different text 
A (12 me asures) B (30 me asures) C (13 measures) 
Same melodic 
material 
Different t ext 
Same chara.c ter-
istics 
Different melodic 
and textual 
material 
Same me lodic 
material 
Different text 
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The first section appears to be an introduction because 
of its brevity.. Yet its rhythmic and melodic ideas e.re not 
identical with those ln the following two sections. Instead, 
the first section exposes e. melodic and rhythmic core which be-
comes varied in the following two sections. 
The second, third, fourth, and fifth sectj_ons are quite 
similar, musically .. Each section is in a three-part f orm . 
Although the texts are different , the first twelve measures of 
each section are musically identical . The same is true of the 
last thirteen measures of these four sections. The middle part 
of all four sections, however , is different : in section II, 
twelve measures; in section III, twenty; in section IV, thirty 
three; and in section V, thirty . The texts in these sections 
are different; but all four are onomatopoetic, sivin!"!' a tonal 
description of the song of the birds . All of the parts (the 
11 B11 of each section) employ sixteenth notes, which, in these 
parlfu~do-like sections, convey the desired description . These 
"B" sections all seem to be striving for as direct a repro-
duction of actual sounds as possible . Jannequin is not think-
ing in merely musical terms, but rather he is preoccupied with 
what these terms can do to convey his impression of sounds 
made by the various birds .. The human voice simply happens to 
be the most convenient medium for such reproduction. In ad-
dition to being a composer and musician, accordingly, Jan-
nequin is also something of a mimic ., 
This composition, moreover, is a go od stylistic ex-
I 
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ample of Jannequin 1 s rhythmic technique; for it begins, as do 
many of these compositions, with a repeated note motive, which 
aids both in effect and in the " tying together" of the compo-
sition. The following example constitutes the first section 
of the piece,.l 
/ 
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The same rhythmic figure at the beginning of thi s chanson per-
sists in at least one of the four voices throughout the first 
section of the composition ( ) /7 ,' J ) 1 until the last four 
measures, at which point the rhythmic action is reduced in pre-
paration for the cadence- The second section of the same chan-
son begins thus: 
~"'"'"' ~ 
..:..: 
- - -·· .. ·. ffi, . .,_{ 
l '-P .I 
-
"T 1 1'1 ' 
' 
), f I ) ' .) 1 I .), .} ,., :!!. 
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Essentially, this is the same rhythmic outline, the only va-
riation now being the insertion of ..l. ,f-. instead of ) }) • 
This is a pleasant change, adding a lilt to the piec e . Sub- · 
tle as it may be, however, the change is even more plea·ant 
and more subtle because of the preparation for it which Jan-
nequin gives the llistener in the first section. In Me~sures 
6, 8, and 10 of Section I, Jannequin has written this same 
rhythmic figure ( ). )~,I ,1 ) - In Measure 10, the anticip -
tion of the rhythmic structure is increased, as it appears 
twice, first in the bass and, one half measure later, i n the 
tenor. In the next to last measure of the first section, just 
before the final chord, it a:weaJJs in the soprano for he first 
time, properly embellished with an additional sixteenth note--
a fitting accompaniment for the normal cadential rallentando, 
and a fitting transition into the second section {the open-
ing of which was given in the previous example). 
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This first section also exemplifies Jannequin's melodic 
and harmonic writing, for we see a polyphonic style alterna-
ting with a chordal style. Some commentators have said that 
in Jannequin one voice becomes a melody while the other three 
voices are subordinate to it. Here, however, that i s not 
true; and only seldom in Jannequin do we see a melody with a Th 
actual accompaniment. \rhile melodic grace is by no means lack-
ing, Jannequin's strongest tendency is to produce a sheer de-
c l amatory effect with intermittent polyphonic sections. He 
was living during a tin·e of transition between polyphonic and 
harmonic writing, between interwoven equal voices and a se-
ries of vertically conceived chords. These antithetical con-
ceptions of music can be seen alternating within the same com-
position. Thus his chanson often begins and continues for 
many measures in an exacting polyphonic manner, as in the 
opening measures o~ Le Chant des Oyseaux: 
~ ~ 
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J J I . 
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~ ~ ~ ~ 
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At another point in the same composition, however, one finds 
a thumping harmonic style in which there is no melodic line 
whatsoever, and only a repetitive chordal outline and struc-
ture. In sections such as t his, the text b~comes entirely 
onoma to poe tic • . t -" 
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This is quite in contrast to the style of Joaquin, which 
only hinted at triads~ There are extended reiterations of 
a single harmony, with tones merely redistributed among the 
voices. One also notices the almost parlando result of the 
onomatopoetic style. In general, Jannequin's style has 
terseness, precision, simplicity, and a general dance-like 
quality. 
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This style is realized even more vividly in his most 
celebrated composition, La Guerre.1 Because it consists of 
only two extremely long sections, this chanson will be dis-
cusse d section by section, the formal, rhythmic, melodic, or 
harmonic aspects being considered separately in each. 
By choosing the Battle of Marignano as the subject for 
a descriptive chanson, Jannequin had assured himself of his 
audiences' interest, for the Frenchman of the Renaissance felt 
that culture was achieved not only through the arts, but also 
through war. The impact of this composition was so great that 
it was performed before the king in tribute to him and hls 
vic tory.. Quite aptly, the first of the two sections be e;ins 
with the words "Listen all noble galants, to the victory of 
I 
t he great King Francis •. " Then there are invitations to the 
fifes end the tambourines to sound their warlike music, and 
to soldiers to arm themselves, to mount, and to follow the 
king into battle. 
1 Jannequin, C. Chansons, 11Maitres musicians de la 
renaissance francaise,~ Expert, H. (ed.)., 
.._) 
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The first actual theme fol l owing the introduction oc-
curs at t he first ch ~ e of meter from duple to triple time. 
: ~ ' 
'II- van- tv - rKlt-$1 /;tm.> ~()~ -pa/-
The second part of this theme appears thus: 
As ha · ens many times, these themes are simply presented bu t 
are not developed, much as in quod~libets1or pot-pourris. 
The mosaic-like pattern of such individual phrases may ex-
plain partly some of the incoherent and non-onomatopoetic 
secti ons in the composition. Many sections of the text are 
t k n from the military vernacular of the day (e.g. Boute-
selle or Al •etendard) . 
The percussive, onomatopoetic style, which we saw in 
the discussion of Le Chant des Oyseaux, is used perhaps even 
more effectively in the second section of La Guerra, where 
rapid declamatory phrases are tossed from one voice to ano-
1 Literally translated means "as you please". A com-
mon characteristic of sixteenth century music consisting of 
the j~xtapoaition of different melodies, whether sacred or 
·secular~ which were usually incongruous either in their mu-
sical character or in the words with which they were asso-
ciated. 
ther as in a melee. Sole emphasis is placed on the lively 
and varied rhythms and on the ultimate musical reproduction 
Se O:<>n.:i .sec.. ti ::-, . 
of sounds. The~ begins immediately with the textual and mu-
sical interpretat~on of the sound of the cannons. 
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As the battle continues, apparently the armies engage in 
hand-t -h nd combat; for the syllables Eati-patoc represent 
the s ound of blows on armor.1 The reproduction here is ve ry 
vivid, partly through the low re gister in which Jannequin 
places all parts and partly through the seemingly endless 
exact repetition to evolve the desired effect. He has, more-
over, employed the explosive consonats of the language--~, t, 
1 Bobillier, Mar.ie (Brenet, Michele ps.) Musique et 
musicians de la vieill .France, 1911. 
IY 
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and .£• 
The composition ends with the defeat of t he Swiss 
mercenaries employed by the Milanese. The Swiss can be heard 
in the alto yelling , "Flee, flee , all is lost by God," while 
the other voices are singing, "Victory for the noble King 
Francia ." Throughout the composition, Jannequin enlivens the 
oterwise tedious chordal, melodic, and textual repetition by 
alternating passages of binary and ternary rhythm. One such 
instance in this final section is extremely impressive; for 
it comes between a fiery, percussive onomatopoetic section 
and a more quietly and generally descriptive one. 
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To conlude thi! discussion of La Guerre, it is inte-
resting to realize that Jannequin employs the "quasi-antipho-
nal" style that underlies muc h of the symmetry i n Joaquin's 
writing . l In the following example, t his "quasi-antiphonal" 
subject-and-response appears twice in succession. In the last 
three measures, he increases the tension of the composition 
by cu tting the length of the subject and and response to one 
half mea sure • . Taken up to tempo 1 this would achieve a 
powerfully rhythmic effect, heightened by t he alliteration 
and cutting consonances of the text. 
1 Pratt, w., The History of Music , p. 118, claims 
that Jannequin was a pupil of Josuin ' s- -though the basis for 
this assertion is not giveR. 
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In most of these chansons it is difficult to distin-
guish any set form because of t he lack of melodic unity. 
Now and then a commentator has professed to see familiar pat-
terns in them; but his identifications are, for the most part, 
the resul t of a type of pseudo-circumlocution on t he part of 
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the analyst. Tc::L.a certain degree, analysis can be employed; 
but after that, it becomes pedantry. In this instance, La 
Chasse is not unique. It is in two movements; and , once again, 
the onomatopoetic second movement is--from the purel y musical 
point of view--somewhat formless. The first movement consists 
of two whort sections of twenty measures each, followed by a 
longer section. Vfrdle the long section is through-composed, 
the two previ ous portions offer some interesting features . 
The following diagram presents the skeletal outline of the 
composition : 
MOVEMENT I 
SECTION I: 20 measures; duple time 
Measures 1-12 
A B 
4 measures 4 measures 
(II ) (I) 
Measures 12-20 
Development Canonic 
SECTION II: 20 measures; triple time 
easures 20-30 
Antiphonal: soprano and alto 
Measures 30-40 
Antiphonal: 
Tenor and Bass 
(8 measures) 
SECTION III : 129 measures; duple time 
Through-composed 
Polyphonic sections 
Important rhythmic patterns 
Phrases get progressively shorter 
MOVEMENT II 
B' 
4 measures 
{I) 
Soprano and Alto 
(3 .measures) 
ONOMATOPOETIC: Requires no discussion 
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The first section of the c omposition1begins with 
three phrases con s isting of four measures each .. The first 
phrase ends on the super-tonic, and the second phrase ends on 
the tonic.. The third phrase is a repetition of the second, 
with only minor changes in the supporting voices. In the last 
half of the twelfth measure, a trpe of recita tive is heard 
in the bass, employing only the tonic note ,. The other voices 
enter sequentially in this same style , prefaced by a canonic ·· 
figure (~easure 14), which is developed for seven measures. 
At Measu re 20 the final cadence of the first section is 
reached and the second section begins. 
'I'he second section is also t wenty measures long, but 
changes from duple to triple time .. In the following example 
taken from it , it is seen that the change is welcome, as was 
the case in La Guerre, because the melodic line, up until 
now, has consisted of nothing but various groups of repeated 
notes. 
1 Jannequin, Ca, op , cit. 
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Taken as a wbole, this second section is in two portions o~ 
ten measures each. Here , Jannequin once again employs the 
"quasi-antiphonal" style that was found in La Guerra, the first 
ten measures employing only the soprano and the alto, and the 
next eight measures employing the tenor and the bass, wbile 
the concluding measures are again given to the soprano and 
the alto. In terms of the distribution of the material to 
the different voice parts, this section is in direct contrast 
to ,the previous twenty measures. AL'rrlost without exception, 
the two active voices carry the same rhythmic pattern, which 
is in an exacting syllabic style. 
The through-composed third section possesses several 
interesting characteristics. It presents, once again, a di-
nect contrast to the two previous sections, for it begins in 
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a noticeably polyphonic manner in Measure 40. The essential 
melodic motif, which is given first to the bass, is of a pul-
I ) n' 
·') military character { , ... ', ""' , It sating, almost Lf I ( , . • 
' 
\ I 
describes quite realistically the text at this point, in which 
the first directions for the hunt are g i ven : "You will go to 
the cross of the hunter grant, for I am sure the re is a great 
stag there ." This rhythmic figure is restated, with no vari-
tion, time and again in each voice for eight measures of the 
composition, a dotted quarter and eighth note figure appears 
in Measure 48. This figure constitutes much of the rhythmic 
activity for the next twenty measures) after which it scarce-
ly appears again throughout the remaining portion of the move-
ment . 
The remainder of this final sec tion of the first move-
ment continues in much the same fashion . In Measure 67 the 
opening rhythmic figure of t he section reappears, t his time 
in the tenor . From now on, however, it is not repeated in 
succession as in its previous appearance, but it does appear 
often enough to become the "binding material" of the composi-
tion. This figure is now combined with a straight quarter-
note .figure . 
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As the section continues, the phrases of the music become 
shorter in accordance with the shorter text phrases, arriv i ng 
ultimately at the onomatapoetic second movement. 
I n the second movement, phrases occur only by accident, 
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for it is essentially "da-da-i st ic " and therefore essential l y 
percussive : 
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To bring together the details of this analysis and re-
store them to their original context, the following example, 
which includes the first fifty measures of the composition, 
represents t he firs t two sections and part of t he third sec-
tion of the firs t movement: 
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As we have seen in these three programma tic chansons, 
the po~tlarity of Jannequin's works stems partly from their 
resemblance to miniature symphonic poems, and partly from 
their realistic portrayal of natural sounds. The fol l owing 
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example (from L'Alouette1 ) d&:monstrates tone painting quite 
vividly, imitating the cries of the lark: 
//- ~ 
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Obviously, this is a vocal piece--more definitely vocal than 
those of any of the other sixteenth century composers be-
cause of this element of tone painting. Very often, how-
ever, these chansons of the Paris School were performed as 
canzone; and, to be sure, they must have yielded much enjoy-
ment to both amateur and professional instrumentalists, as 
well as to amateur and professional singers. 
Even more suited for instrumental arrangement were the 
c hansons of the non-programmatic type, which Jannequin also 
wrote~ In these non-programmatic chansons he sometimes used 
a chordal and cometimes a polyphonic style, the latter being 
the style of the traditionalists. The fact that Jannequin 
on occasion wrote in a completely chordal style is partly a 
result of the simultaneous development of different phases 
of art during the Renaissance. The Gothic artists' concep-
tion was of successive space, whereas in the creations of the 
1 Jannequin, C., op.cite 
art i sts of the Renaissance-~Massaccio, Leonardo, Micbelange-
lo, and Giorgione, both the concepts of static and dynami c 
beauty are prevalent; in the practice of the latter there 
ex ists a concept of simultaneous concurrence of spacea Spa-
t i al imagination developed more slowly in the lyric than in 
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the fine artsa The transition from Gothic to Renai ssance was 
that from a concept of successive images to that of the "whole." 
The scientific spirit of humanism that pervaded the Renais-
sanc e, however, had led to the principles of harmony; with 
t h is awakened interest in the physical laws of nature, men 
of the Renaissance came to realize that the chord was built 
on mechanically selected tonesa So in the compositions of 
Jannequin, we see music more and more conceived as being the 
resul t of vertically grouped tones rather than the product 
of hori zontally interwoven melodies. Jannequin was one of 
t he first composers to recognize the triad as an entity with-
in itse lf~ In some of his compositions, there seems to be 
an absence of melody, as if he vere dealing only with the 
effects which triadal harmony could produce--for example in 
the opening measures of Nature Ornant la Dame:1 
A 1 Expert, H., (ed.), Trente et une chansons musicales, 
"MB.itres musicians de la renaissance francaise." Paris: 
Leduc, 1898 .. 
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As can be seen 1 to same extent, in this composition, Jannequin 
did not confine himself to the programmatic style, but wrote 
also in three other styles: chordal, traditional (~ la Joa-
quin des Pres), and "folk" style. His programmatic chansons 
are, in fact, the exception rather than the rule, but they 
have grown to be the most popular, the most publicized, and 
perhaps in some ways the most significant contributions of 
the Paris School. For this reason we have considered them 
first in this paper. 
Examining now in more detail Jannequin ' s non-program-
matic chansons, we note the chordal style in. the previous 
example. The more conventional polyphonic style, on the other 
hand, is exemplified in Qu' est-ce d' amourj .Ru as tout seul, 
and Pour quoy tournes voua vos yeux. Some of these more 
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conventional songs, such as Si j ' ai este vostri amy, are 
traditional enough to employ canon. These non-progr ammatic 
chansons also displ ay anot he r characteristic of the Paris 
School, that of employing contemporary poetry : Tu as tout 
~~ a text by Mar ot; Pour ~oy tournes vous vos yeux, one 
by Ronsard; and ~u ' est-ce d ' amour, one by Francis I himself . 
Probably Jannequin ' s most popular non- programmatic 
chanson is the brie f Las Povre Coeur 1 only thirty- five mea-
sures long, beginning thus : 
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1 . Despite its brevity, t his composit ion was apparently 
respec t ed by Expert, for i t is found in his Les Maitres Mu-
sicians De La Renaissanc e Francaise. The other compositions 
In t h is volume are perhaps th~mos € famous ones- -La Guerr.e, 
Le Chant Des Oyseaux, La Chasse, and L1Alouette . 
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The most notable feature of this composition is that, fol-
lowing the first three measures, the music is of a tradi-
tional, almost courtly nature. 
The final type of non- programmatic chanson among 
Jannequin's work to be considered is quite direct and pro-
vincial, containing a folk-like b r usqueness and straight-
forwardness and employing humorous and even vulgar texts. 
This directness of text and music is in sharp contrast to 
t he artificiality of the courtly taste of the day. In dis-
playing this side of his make-up, Jannequin differs f rom a 
more consistently courtly composer like Claudin, who will 
be discussed later. The folk element in his music ~ndoubted-
ly came f rom theyears he s pent in the provinces, and may have 
been related in some way to his never havine; been offered , to 
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our knowledge, a court position.1 
Closest to the folk element is his remarkable gift 
for "catchy" rhyt r..m and good tunes, exemplified very neatly 
' / in Trefves d 1 amours c 1 est una paix fourree : 
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In the f irs t phrase , the bouncing effect of the quarter notes 
afte r a w~ole note and two half notes yields a folkish and 
very gay feelin g . This rhythmic effect is even more empha-
s i zed in t he following four measures, especially at what we 
would represent by a quarter and ei~hth across a bar line. 
Al so, the way in which Jannequ i n employs the rhythmic fi gure 
of the tenor throughout the composition is extremely musical 
( ) · .h ,r-;-, , ' ) • The directness and "catchiness" caused by 
the change of tempo is quite eff ective. On cow~ng back into 
duple time, he establishes quarter-note motion, which with 
almos t no exception, is not arrested until the f inal chord . 
Even the expec ted cadential r~tardando and reduction of melo-
die and r hythmic action is omitte d a t the final cadenc e . To 
be sure, there are many dotted quarter notes, but t here is 
-±-E. always a quarter note occurr i ng in one other voice while 
the dotted quarter enters its second beat, for example in 
Measure s 5 and 6, above~~~ This dotted quarter, with the in-
tervening quarter note from another voice, becomes the most 
noticeable feature of the piece. The one place where this 
continuous quarter-note mot ion do es let up, for one beat, is, 
picturesquely enough, on the word 161ng ("far from comfort, " 
Measure 7, above). 
In contrast to the style of the rest of the work, 
whi ch is much like that of the last five measures in t he 
example above, the first thr ee measures consist of half note s 
i n fairl y strict canon. These opening measures state the tex-
tual subject of the song as well as the melodic subject . The 
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time value is elongated because of the emotional character 
of the subject. The descending melody, which is exposed 
here in all voices, becomes the melodic motif of the entire 
thirty-five measures, sugeesting a feeling of sadness. The 
words "las povre coeur " appear only this once; and the melo-
dic motif does not recur in this form. After having stated 
his textual and melodic subject , the composer commences im-
mediately with the firs t strain. Because of the interlocking 
of every phrase, the for.m is not simply a wooden presentation 
of each successive phrase. The piece a~nost seems to be one 
long phrase composed of five small ones, the beginni ng of one 
being the end of another. This produces a strong feeling of 
unity from beginning to end, and presents the appearance of 
one deep, refreshing breath of provincial air. This effect 
adds also to the light humor of the composition. The im-
pression created by the piece is that it is through-composed, 
until the first phrase is repeate~ twice to bring the piece 
to a close. Although the tune stays mostly within the range 
of a minor sixth, it is not at all boring . 
Another of . the "regular" style chansons is Ung jour 
Colint As in the previous example, this song contains a hu-
morous folk elemen t. In Jannequin 's day, the quick eighth-
note mocion seamed to be appropriate to humor. The climax of 
the poem is musically accentuated by a change to triple meter, 
and by a change from polyphony to a sharply homophonic style. 
1 Expert, H. (ed.), op.cit. 
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This, of course, brings out the text to the maxinnmn degree. 
The pla...., 1 end ng also adds to the lightness of the text. 
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A similar composit ion is J'ay veu le temps,lwhich 
tells the story of a lover who is no longer received by a 
courtesan unless he brings pr esents. Once again, J annequin 
/ 
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suddenly introduces triple meter to keep from boring his lis-
tener. On the word 11allant " there is an excellent represen-
tation of text. The moat obvious bit of rhythmic imitation 
takes place aptly at the climax of the piece on 11 nescio Vos. " 
Not only because of the change of meter, but for a few other 
rhythmic irregularities, this composition offers an excellent 
reason why these chansons s hould perhaps be sung to a unit 
beat rhythmic pattern--that is, the singer should mentally 
disregard the bar lines. Unfortunately, moat of our youth-
ful training has embedded in us the concept of accenting the 
first and third beat. To think of applying such accentuation 
to a chanson such as this one would take away its charm, 
grace, and purpose. A chanson like this is a refreshing, 
short-lived breath of creative enjoyment, a brief moment mu-
sical that is over all too soon. One might say that music, and 
even more specifically this particular kind of music, is the 
one phase of art in which a transparent effect of motion oc-
curs with such intensity. With a unit beat pattern subtly 
kept in mind, this realization is aided. Notice how awkward 
it w culd be to transcribe (for that is what the process would 
entail) Measures 21, 22, and 23, into a "four-beat" rhythmic 
pattern. No only is it melodically uncomfortable, but it 
would be textually impossible, the first beat of Measure 22 
occurring on the middle of a syllable, and the first beat of 
Measure 23 occurring on the last syllable of " port~ " and then 
only lasting for one beat. The essence of these pieces is a 
6'7 
light , f l owing quality of s ophisticated audi t ory t r ansparen-
cy . 
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The difference in length between the programmatic 
chansons and the type just discussed is quite noticeable. 
Except for a freer rein of emotions, the latter type of 
Jannequin chanson is similar to the normal Claudin style in 
this respect. In this Jannequin type, the similarity of 
length is a. d:tstinct feature,. In the three previous musical 
~ / 
examples, Trefves d 1 amours c 1 est une paix fourree, Ung jour 
Colin{j, and J'ay veu le temps, the first and second (minus 
the "tag " ) are 27 measures long, and the third is only 23 .. 
As these are "normal" examples of the non-programmatic Jan-
nequin chanson, their brevity is to be considered a regular 
feature of th~ type .. 
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Another typical feature of these chansons is t he sL~i-
larity in their structural outlines. Each one of these three 
compositions is in duple time, yet each has a. very short sec-
tion in triple time: in the first one, this triple section 
lasts for t hree measures (beginning in Measure 17); in the 
second, it lasts for five (beginning at Measure 12); and in 
the third, it lasts for only two (Measures 10 and 11). In 
all three chansons, the meter-change occurs at least half way 
through the composition, as in Ung jour Colin, or a secondary 
climax. Because of the interlocking of phrases in the melo-
die lines, all three chansons yield the effect of having a 
through-composed form, even though a phrase may be repeated 
in one manner or another,. This feature (as will be discus-
sed later) is quite different from many of the Claudin chan-
sons, which possess a more or less cut-and-dried form. Jan-
nequin's works thus have a freshness and a charming conti-
nuity of expression. 
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CI.AUDIN DE SER11IISY 
The music of Olaudin de Sern1isy naturally has certain 
principles in c ommon with that of Clement Jamequin, yet, the 
expression of these principles often differs between these 
two composers. Like Jannequin, Claudin reacts a gainst com-
plexity, producing music even more su.itable for perfo!•mance 
by amateurs. This chapter will consist of two main sections: 
the first dealing with the general characteristics, suc h as 
s linpl icity, use of rhythmic and cadential formulae, and use 
of dissonance; the second deal ing more specifically with the 
chansons themselves, according to their more obvious charac-
teristics rather than in order of importance or chronology . 
Before these two sections, ho·wever, we will investigate brief-
ly the biography of the composer. 
Claudin de Sermisy (c. 1490-1562) was in 1508 appointed 
"\ 
a s inger in the Hoy~ Cb.apel of Louis XII, becomi ng ~-mai-
tre under Francis I. He and Louis Gerault shared the post in 
1547 and retained it under Henry I I . He traveled to Italy in 
1515 with Francis I, and was among t he musicians who delight-
ed t heir hearers when Francis and Henry VII met at the Field 
of the Cloth of Gold (1520). Eis compositions formed a good-
ly portion of the re pertoire of the Sai nte-Chapelle and the 
Chapelle du Rois, and also enjoyed favor in other countries. 
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His relig i ous v10rks (including a Saint :Matthew Passi on, Lame n-
tations of_?eremia~, motets and masses) are, acco1~ ing t o Pir-
ro, severe, bu t moving . His ch ansons enj oyed unique favor at 
f irs t , but after 154,0, while re presen ted i n respectable num-
ber, tend to be some what l ost i n t he f lood of Janneqi_J. in and 
Gerton wor ks.1 
Of t he thirty-one songs in Attaign&.'1t' s first colJ. ec-
tion of 1 528, seventeen of them are by Claudin. ~" ore than 
t wo-hundred of his ch ansons were i n conte:mporary publ i cations 
of ch anson s. r:; any were arranged f or lute and keyboa r d and 
we re adap t ed to sacred texts. Through these publ i c ations 'Jife 
se e that his music is li ke t hat of several o t her of h i s i m-
portant contemporaries. As Engel2 points out, he s eems to h ave 
been concerned largely with ideas of expression, and. his idi -
om was vastly mo re simple than that of his pre decessors. Tech-
nical problems apparently did not concern h i m: it wou l d seem 
that h e acce pted whatever solu tions came down t o him ~·rom h is 
masters as t he definition of his musical world. Bey ond t hese 
boundaries, he was not curious. That wh ich he had to say--
be aurifu l as it was--required no more than t he mate rials al-
ready tested allowed. 
1 For further biographical data, see; Pirro, A. His-
toire de la I:rusi ue de la fin du XIV siecle a la iin du---x'VI, 
·aris, 194 ; Ree s e, G. op .cit.; Brenet, M. Deux comptes de la 
chapelle-mus i que des r oi s de France, 1 0 04; Brenet, M. Les Mu si-
diens de la Sa :Lnte-Chapelle du Pal ais,l910; Engel, L. op.cit. 
2 Engel, L. op.cit. p.74. 
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Thus, we see that the outstanding charac t eristi c of 
Clau di n de Sermisy ' s work, as is that of other members of t he 
Parisian group, is simplicity. In a way, this is an i~ita-
tion of an Italisn trend, in contrast to t he c omplex Goth ic 
trend that had be en native to France in an earlier period . 
Cl audin had an uncommon interest in I talian art, and sh ows 
quite strongly an I t alian influence. He was in Italy in 1515, 
and wro te one chanson with an Italian text--Altro non e i l ml o 
amor1and another to a Pe trarch sonnet, in F'rench translation, 
Allez souspiro e11flammez au fruit cueur.2 
Structurally, his s implicity appe ars not only in his 
Italianism, but also in his u s e of a homo phonic style. Hi s 
music is essentially chordal, song-like, and with usuall y a 
syllab i c treatment of texts. An example of typical Cl audin 
style appears in Un grant plaisir Cupido me do~na.3 Notice 
the syllabic tre a t ment of t he text, the extreme cros sed voic -
ing i n the soprano and alto, and the consecutive se conds be-
tween the soprano and the tenor in the very last notes: 
~Expert, H. (ed.), op.cit. 
ibid . 
3 ibid. 
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As seen in the previous example and, to a greater ex-
tent, in the followi ng one from Je n'ose ostre content de mon 
contentement, 1 the principal melody is usually in the top 
voice while the lower voices form an accompaniment of vary-
ina ~texture ,,.., • 
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Mora homophonic passages are also connnon, sometimes 
note against note, sometimes in a lightly ornamented fonn, 
and thus remind us, somewhat, of Jannequin ' s programmatic 
style. 
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Such passages are often relieved by occasional points of imi-
tation, as can seen in this previous example, and, even more 
vividly, in the following example from La la maistre Pierre la 
la beuvons donc. 1 The short polyphonic passage enters and ends 
within three measures, but it is a refreshing change from the 
syllabic style that prevails before and after it. 
1 ibid . 
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This same composition s hows that, although he does not 
employ it so often as Jannequin does, Claudin sometimes gains 
a variety of colJr by alternating two parts in the "quasi..:a.."l-
tiphonal" fashion. Not only does he not do it often, but, as 
seen in the following example, it has only a hint of two voi-
ces answering two others. This, however, is about the ex-
tent to wntch he employs it, quite in c ontrast to the tech-
1 
nique of Jannequin. 
1 One exception to this is found in the chanson Ha.u, 
hau, le boys. The antiphonal effe c t occurs throughout ,~t 
it is not an entirely "clean-cut" · affalr, as there is usually 
one of the voices linering beyond, or entering before its ac-
tual entrance. The piece yields, however , a very angular ef-
fect. 
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Another stylistic trait used by Jannequin that Claudin 
completely foregoes is a repeated note technique; repeated 
notes of any kind are simply a rarity in his chansons. Pro-
bably the principal reas on for this lack is that repeated 
notes were usually only used for the realistic imitation 
f ound in the works of Jannequln: Claudin rarely employs pro-
grammatic eff ec t s. Passereau (he was a curate at St. Jacques 
de la Boucherie , according to Cauchie)l was the closest con-
temporary to Jannequin in this r espect. The f ollowing example 
is from his Sur la roussee faul t aller la mat in:e.2 
1
caudhie, M. op~cit. p , 13. 
2Expe r t, H. (ed.), op.cit. 
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The foregoing characteristics reveal a simplicity of 
style that fl ows in a gentle way with few attempts at pas-
sionate or dramatic expression and althou gh he is less in-
clined than Jannequin to use realistic imitation, Claudin is 
perhaps more polished in te chnique and musical idee_ than the 
majority of his peers. On the whole, the style of Claudin is 
more sentimental than Jannequin 1 s vigorous, rugzed music and 
there results an elegance and neatness of f or m, which is tru-
l y remarkable . His works ar e not so long and drawn out as 
are Jannequin 1 s, and in this particular they r esemble the 
Italian frottola. In kee ping with this style, we seldom see 
abrupt changes of attitude, f r om a harm onic t o a polyphonic 
style or from duple to triple time. Thus, there evolves a 
cou rtly, sophisticated mood based upon s i mplicity of tech-
nique and expression. 
Another important cha racteristic, which in itself is 
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an expression of this direct style, is Claudin 1 s use of rhyth-
mic a nd cadential formulae. Such rhythmic stencils draw at-
tention to the c are which Claudin, and also Jannequin, dis-
pl ay i n adjusting the musical phrase to t he word accent. It 
is at times remarkable, but as in all polyphonic writ ing , it 
is necessary to occassionally let musical necessity override 
the considerations of accent. 
The first i mportant stencil is the opening figure, 
c} ) ) i o or its equivalent. This formula represents the 
accepted means of i nterpreting the most-used poet.ic line, 
which has a dactyl-like rhythmic phrasing. It is therefore 
the most natural means of setting typical phrases such as 
11 Je suys joyeux, 11 " Souvent amour, 11 or 11 J' 1 ay trat souff ert," 
w:l thin duple time (as the reader has probably noticed, triple 
time appears rarely and usually only within a song in duple 
time). In fact, this rhytmnic figure is so c~ili~on that i t 
is difficult to find a chanson by these composers that does 
not begin with some form of it. The :f'ollm~ri ng example off ers 
the beginnings of four different chansons, t wo by Claudin and 
two by Jannequin. 
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En esperant en caste longue attente 
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A second important stencil is the superius cadence fi-
--. , I gure, , o ) I ~ or its equivalent, )l c.l ,l I 0 • This is 
a particularly useful invention because it fits words with 
both masculine and feminine endl ngs. 1 This rhythmic stencil 
once again is b y far the rule and not the exception. I t is :::- 2 
presented in the two following examples (ex~tple A represents 
t he second idiom and example B represents its equivalent). 
These examples are cadences from compositions by Cla.udi~; 
/ 
Contentez vous amy de la pensee, and En esperant en caste 
longue attente.2 
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Aside from these previous cadence characteristics, 
Claudin 1 s most extraordinary stencil is a type of standard 
ending which he employs time and again. The reasons for 
this, and his previously mentioned music stencils are dif-
ficult to determine, but in lookl ng over his chansons they 
become d efinitivel y "trademarked." To be sure, Claudin is 
not the only composer to employ this cadence (it can be 
found in some works of Jannequin, Lupi, Gerton, Jacotin, 
Schier, and Passereau), but he certainly employs is more 
than any of the other chanson composers. There is a Jan-
nequin "style" but it is not so much the result of music 
stencilling as is Claudin 1 s. The source and reasons for 
these features would make further and interesting research, 
which apparently has not yet been delved into. A descrip-
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tion of this "standard" ending is needless wren a few exam-
ples explain it so lucidly. Ex~1ple A is from, En esperant 
en ceste l on5ue attente, exa~ple B is from, Le vray anw ne 
sestoune de rien, example C is from, Content desir qui cause 
ma douleur, and example D is from, Le cueur de vous ma pre-
sence desire.l 
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A third general characteristic of Claudin is the use 
of dissonance for although these works are, from this stand-
point, not particularly adventuresome (and for this rea.son 
no special study of dissonance has been unde rtaken), there 
are a few cases of bad consecutives and a number of momentary 
conglomerates of discord. In addition, there are vno fea-
tures which in the close position of the ~oices, sometimes 
sound awkviard. The first is the approach of a dissonant pas-
;; 
sing note to a harL"lOnic note already sounded by another voice , 
as a--g against a sustained G. The second is the progress i on 
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of a pair of voices by parallel fourths. These clashes usu-
ally occur at t he final cadence. True, the linenr f l ow of 
the lines he lps to ease the burden of harshness~ but no e-
nough to obliterate the tonal disquiet tha t is presented by 
such passages. The following cadences :;1re two of many pos-
s ible choices. Example A is the ending of Cella que ma tant 
pour.mene ~ and example B constitutes the l ast measures of Si 
m' sy eu du mal ou du bien.1 In example A, the clash of the 
"E 's" and nD's" in the soprano and alto are not to& disso-
ns.nt within themselves, but when they are accompanied with an 
F in the tenor~ the resu lt is unpleasant. In the last two 
measure s of this example , the C and D in the soprano and te-
nor , respectively, occurring on two consecutive beats is even 
wors e , Example B offers some salient par allel fourths be-
tween the alto and tenor. The linear flow can hardly save 
them. This clash is not aided at all by the consecutive 
"A's" in the tenor against the sustained G in the bass. The 
melodic force of these passages certainly is not powerful 
enough (to our ears) to overconie the final result. 
1 ~-
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Having traced the general characteristics of the Clau-
din chanson--the simplicity of style, the use of rhy thmic and 
cadential formulae, and his use of dissonance, we will now con-
sider more specificall y the chansons themselves. In so doing, 
we will concer~n ourselves first with the most outstanding 
technical feature of the Claudin chanson--the problem of 
form. 
Structurall y, his chansons are more clear-cut than the 
chansons of th e majority of his contemporaries, posing ano-
ther distinct difference between tb.er::i and Jannequin ' s, which 
usually foll ::>w a through-composed pattern. r.1ost of Claudin ' s 
chans ons follow a scheme that is adapted to a seven-line 
poem; the music for lines t hree and four of the text is rape -
I' 
• 
. 
1/ ' 
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tition of that for lines one and two# and both the text and 
music of the l ast line are repe a ted. 'l'he music f or this last 
line i s f requently the same as that f or lines two and f ou r. 
A normal chanson pattern, then would be a b a b c d E E, as 
in Secoure s-moy,lor in Un g r ant plaisir Cupido me donna~ 
which is herewith given: 
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In this chanson~ A and B are clearly outlined, consist-
ing of four measures each. These are repeated with a diffe-
rent text . 0 offers a slight c ~Ange in that it is five mea-
sures long. D enters in measure 22 and returns to the four 
measure phrase. In measure 26, we return to A, with still a 
different text. Measure thirty starts off as a "b" phrase, 
but it becomes a new idea to close the composition, thus, it 
is the 11E11 phrase. It is five measures long. The text and 
music of the last two p~~ases are repeated. The for~ then, 
is: 
Measures 
Music Phrases 
Text 
4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 
ABABCDAEAE 
Through-composed: Repeats 
Aside from th~ fonn, this particular s.ong has other 
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typically Claudin characteristics, which have already been 
discussed: the beginning is the first stencilled figure dis-
cus sed previously-- ol ) ) \ o : it has a un iform chordal 
style wi th a syllabi c treatment of the text; there are hint s 
of an imitative style in measures 14-17; the melody is sung 
by the sopra..11o; consecutive seconds are found betv1een the so-
prano and the tenor in measure six; there are no parallel 
/ 
fourths in the composition, but parallel thirds and sixths 
appear frequently, which is another Claudin c~2racteristic. 
The serenity and lyricism evolved by the perfect adaption of 
text to music, the clear-cut dissemination of melodic phrasing 
and formal structure, and ·the essentially "French" style, pre-
sent a vivid picture of the Claudin ehanson. 
Another typical chanson, which is probably the most po-
pular (and one of the shortest), is Amours Parte. It consists 
of four phrases the form of which is; 
6 6 4 6 4 
ABC A a 
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This is even more suggestive of the Lasso chanson, which fol-
lowed quite definitely the style of Claudin, rather than the 
descriptive style of Jannequin. The simplicity of it presents 
the strongest possible contrast to the robust quality of Jan-
nequin. The most un~que (and the most pleasant) feature of 
it is the "tag" on t he end, which repeats, literally, the 
text and the music of the last part of the "A" phrase. This 
is not so much in a syllabic, chordal style, as in an explo-
ratory melodic style. Repeated notes occur, only in a slight-
ly descriptive fashion, to emphasize such phrases as, "I ba-
nish" or "blows I bore." The simple beauty and shortness of 
the work is ideal for a contrasting composition on any choral 
program. 
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The fact that Claudin was c ourt musician in the fi-
nest sense of the word is proven by the charm and elegance 
that runs through all of these c ompositions. As has been in-
timated in this paper, same of the chanson composers of the 
period became so frank that their chansons often have an air 
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of obscenity. Claudin is never guilty of this. His works are 
never unduly passionate, but always retain the courtly grace 
and lyricism that was exhibited in Amours Parte. Emotion is 
appropriate to the poetry, but never passes the re~ined li-
mits of court propriety. This elegance and propriety can be 
conveyed by his music al one, that is--without the text. Once 
again, then, there exists more than one reason why the Clau-
din chansons, especially the later ones , bec ame excellent ~­
~~ With the text, his music appears to act as a neutra-
lizing agent. :Many of his chansons use texts with a mel an-
/ 
choly flavor (Contentez vous amy de la pensee, Vostre oeul 
I 
a deceu ma pensee, En esperant en caste longue attente), 
but the music minimizes the sorrow. A few of them are essen-
tially drinking sonGs (La la maistre Pierre la la beuvons 
done), but the music minimizes and refines any coarseness 
that might arise in the text or in the text rhythms. A few 
of them are rather frank, but even these stay within the li-
mits of courtly tastes. The extent of Claud in's 11 off-color11 
is found in his J 1 ayme le cueur de mamye. This tells the tale 
of him who loves his sweetheart as a brother loves a sister 
but who wishes to love otherwise. Except for one cadence 
(measure 21), the piece employs a major mode, which is a ra-
rity. I t is dark enough to cause a few smiles, but clever 
and graceful enou gh to be extremely pleasing. The melody is 
so gay that one c ould not possibly mind t he shady text. The 
premature-lil{e imitation at the beginning of the composition 
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occurs so quickly that it is hardl y noticed. Except f o r one 
chanson, vk1ich employs a canon between two voices and which 
will be discusse d shortly, this is as much i mitation as one 
will find in a Claudin chanson. The numerous suspensions al-
so add to t he hrunor of the setting . The use of balancing con-
trary motion in the bass is noticeable (measure 6, measure 13, 
measure 30, and measure 31). The form is as free as the rest 
of its personality. 
Measures 
Music phrasing 
Text 
7 ·:.· T 7 6 4 
A A' B C d 
Through-composed 
Once again, the last phrase is more a "tag " rather than a 
complete phrase, being short in lenghh, having a very strong 
simi larity with the beginning of the preceding phrase, and 
having the srune text as the end of the preceding phrase. 
The piece, is very short in lengt h , in keeping wi t h the mood, 
consisting of only four actual phrases. 
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Some of these works have a touch of artificiality a-
bout them, but Claudin. lends meaning to this very artificial-
ity and seemingly finds it well in accord with his style. His 
meaning does not come from an intensification of the text, but 
rather by merely suggesting certain characteristics and by 
leaving them immediately. Si j 1 ay pour vous mon avoir despen-
du; is one of the sonf.S s with this character. Claudin sets the 
word 11 despendu" in a melismatic style, then leaves this imme-
diately by returning to the lighter syllabic style. The sin-
ger has "despaired", but not so completely that he still can-
not expect a little pity-- 11 Prenez pitie da oeste creature." 
This chanson is in simple A B C A form. (As is seen here, the 
most favored mode is the transposed Dorian. In the works of 
both Claudin and Jannequin, the avoidance of the difficult 
Phrygian mode ia notable, while the transposed Ionian and au-
thentic Aeolian are frequently used. These three modes are 
used for all types of expression from the most rugged vulga-
rity to the deepest melro~choly. Though it is dangerous to 
summarized on the basis of a few examples, it would seem that 
of the three less favored modes, the non-transposed Ionian and 
Dorian were used ~or the expression of humorous subjects and 
for ironic requests; whereas the Mixolydian mode was used used 
exclusively for melancholic topics. In the absence of fixed 
pitch, this seeming distinction between transposed and non-
1~. 
9 9 
transposed mode s may have been intended sol ely f or the eyes . }1 
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Usually, imitation, e:ven of short duration is most 
sparingly used (the extent was discussed on ~· 94). In Clau-
din's C'est une dure departie,1 however, two voices sing an 
extended canon. This is rather unique because of the overall 
reaction against complexity. The canon is between the tenor, 
which has a one measure lead, and the soprano. .Although this 
is one of the rare time s that Claudin is een to have indulged 
in technical mastery, it is an exhibition of contrapuntal dex-
terity. The fact that the text is usually empl oyed syllabical-
ly does not seem to hinder him a.t all. It seems to retain the 
chanso (Parisian) essence, while inserting a dash of the late 
Flemish technical influence. One might not discover the c anon 
on the first hes.ring bec ause of the chordal quality of the com-
position. It soes not last throughout the piece, stopping at 
bar fif teen, but even after it has let up, the quality does 
not change. In Jannequin, one would have heard either a c -
non or a f orceful,· percussive chordal style, but probably one 
woul d never hear this combination of the popular and t he scho-
larly . VVhile the composition is far from programmat i c, the 
song is not lacki ng in a type of textual absolutism. The 
canon itself seems to be employe d becs.use of the meaning of 
tll.e text , the i mitat ing voice yielding the effect of an un-
desire and an indecision to depart. Of all the Claudin chan-
snons, this is one of the mos t beautiful. The form is rather 
odd in that the fi rst measures consist of the 11 A11 section re-
1 
ibid. 
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peated. It is also durlng this time that the canon appears. 
After measure fifteen the composition is through-composed and 
.1'1\ 
the canon does not appear again--yet, in this last part of 
the piece , there are hints of "A", as well as hints of the 
same canonic treatment . This composition i s also another 
exaellent ex~ple of Claudin ' s ability to link phrases toge~ ; r 
ther . 
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Au ioly bo:vs, 'is mos t interesting because the wbole 
composition consists of a combination trochaic-i~~bic rhyth-
mic stencil that fits the natural rhythm of the t i tle and 
o ther text phrases such as, "My fault aller 11 or "En ung iar-
d i n." Its pattern is long-short-short-long • 
. e) _.I ) I 0 1 , 
tie~ /o - lj 6oy ~ 
By the add ition of one more "long", t he stencil lends itself 
to a few other phrase s that appear in the c hanson--"Fy de ly-
es-se " or "le vous as-ser-re." 
These stencils, a s previously mentioned, are not a r arity, 
1 ibid. 
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but it is rare to see one c ontinued throughout an entire chan-
son, to evolve an almost 11 iso-rhythmic 11 character, as in t h is 
particula r case . Aside from the endless repetition of t his 
same simple rhy thm, there are many repeated phr as e s t h roughout 
the p i ece , thus evolving e~en more danger of boredom t h rou gh 
repetitl on, but the chanson s ome how rema i ns interesting . 
There a lso exists repe ats of melod i c patterns, but he doe s 
t his in a s equential manner- -melodically , r hyt hmic ally , and 
har monically. The effect is one of rich moda l -har monic ap-
plic a tion. This is especially noticeable and i mpressive in 
the section be ginning at measure 23 and its repetitlon be gin-
ning at measure 33. The f orm of the composition is A A B B C 
c. 
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Anothe r ch anson that employs this s ame technique, but 
with a different r hy thmic stencil, is Dubien que l'oeil ab-
sent.l The basic rhythmic pattern that appears throughout the 
work is o ol ,t-r-J; } }or its variations ol } } ,I}.D)J}} and 
) ..' ) ) ) , ; ) ),I. Claudin presents here a chanson form as 
being the result of this particular stencil. I t is used 
qui te freely duri ng the f irst ten measures of the conlposi-
tion. In the next five measures, it is subdued to half notes 
and quart er notes. In the last six measures, the use of it 
is emphasized and it comes to a c limax, ceasing only in the 
very last measure. Thus, the patte rn is embedded in the ear 
of the listener. Also, in these last six measures, the melo-
1 ibid. 
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die treatment of this stencil warrants attention. In the pre-
ceding measure all vo ices sing a whole note. Then, in the last 
half of measure sixteen, the bass enters with the stencil in 
an ascending melody. In measure eighteen, the sopra.no and te-
nor sing it, but ascending only one tone. In measure nineteen 
only the soprano has it and now the range of the fi gure is re-
duce d to an echappe, starting fi nd ending on the same tone. In 
measure twenty, the bass has it and now, f i nally, it is a de-
scending figure, arriving at the final cadence in measure twen-
ty-one. Thus, it has chan..ged by degrees from an· ascending me-
l odic figure to a descending one ( / ,...---- ---). The ef-
fect is one of me lodic condensation coupled with rh.)rtbmic in-
tensity. It is a common method of bringing a piece of this na• 
ture to a close. 
As the entire composition consists of only twenty-one 
measures, it is one of the composer's shorter chansons. The 
best method of performance would be to group a few of these 
delightfully short works toget her, and p resent a passing mood 
with each one, with a momentary pause between songs. Aside 
from the contrasts occurring within a group of this sort, a. 
maj or contrast and change of pace could be achieved by fol-
lowing this rather light aristocratic group with one of Jan-
nequin' s strai ght-forward prog r amma tic compos i ti ona. 
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Puis v'en amours, employs a clever little device. To 
begin wi th, it is in an A b c A' form. 1-he first "A", which 
consists of an eight measure phrase , be gins in the following 
manne r: 
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The fol lowing exampl e c onsists of the l ast few measures of 
"c 1' and t he be ginning of "A". 
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The end of the "C " phrase not onl y has the same text, but 
utilizes the beg inning of the "A" phrase. Usually in these 
chansons, the end of C itself would also be the be ginning of 
the "A" phr ase, but here, Cl audin chooses to have t he pattern 
repeated. It is as if he desired to prepar e us f or t h e repe-
tition of the "A" phrase that i s due. 
The foremost example of Claudin's syllabic chordal 
style is his En entrant en ung jardin.1 Even more interest-
ing , in a composition of this nature , is the fact that there 
are only nine melodic skips _ in the entire melody (three of 
1 ibid. 
-
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them occur be tween phrases , and two occur in repetition of 
phr e.ses , so in actuality there are only four skips taking 
pl ace within a phrase p roper ) . For the most part then, in 
addition to t he piece being chordal and syllabic, the melo-
dic motion is entirely diatonic. This, however , seems to be 
one of Claudin's most well-known secular compositions, the 
beauty lying, once again, in its extreme but cl ever simpli-
city . 
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Considering that this chanson ·-·is by the s ame composer 
that wrote C'est une dure departie, it is seen tha t we have 
traced the style of a composer well - versed in technica l mas-
te ry, yet a style tha t extracts all superfluous elements, al-
ways resulting in simplicity. We saw this directness in his 
general charac te.ria tics: from his homophonic style, to his 
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use of dissonance; and in the chansons documented through-
out the last section of the chapter. In this section, va-
rious similarities and contrasts were s h own, re ge.rding C1au-
din in relationship to Jannequin and other important contem-
poraries. life saw that while t he styles of Claudin de Sermi-
/ 
sy and Clement Jannequin have much in common, the expression 
of certain stylistic traits differs greatly between them. 
Yet , together, these two men constitute a single "school" 
that has a definitive place in this particular ph ase of 
French secular music. Because the complete development of 
many of the musical characteristics of this phase are not 
realized u ntil after the deaths of these two men, we will now 
briefly consider the works of t he culmi nating composer at the 
close of the era--Orlando di Lasso. 
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CHAPTER V 
A SUCCESSOR: ORLANDO DI LASSO 
In viewing the chansons of Orlando di Lasso, we see 
that many of the characteristics of all four of the previous-
l y discussed composers appear throughout his compositions. 
His chansons are "typically French" in that they are _perfectly 
adapted to text; yet he does not empl oy the descriptive style 
of Jannequin. If he can be allied to anyone (besides Joaquin 
des Pres), it would probably be Claudin de Sermisy, for his 
style has the same qualities of lyricism. This investigation 
will deal, first, with the biography of the composer. Then, 
it will present some characteristics of the works represen t -
e d : the use of imitative and of chordal style, the balance 
achieved .through the drawing-out of certai n ideas, the "qua-
si-antiphonal effects in his chansons for more than four voi-
ces, end his use of rhythmic and cadential formulae. 
Orlando di Lasso was born at Mons, probably in 1532, 
and served his musical apprenticeship as choirboy in the 
cburch of St. Nicholas there. At the age of twelve, he en-
tered the service of Ferdinand Gonzaga, Viceroy of Sicily. 
He thus became subjected, at an early age, to the Italian in-
fluences that were destined to have a marked effect on much 
of his music. In 1554, or 1555, Lasso :;returned from Italy to 
Antwerp and remai ned there u.ntil 1556. By 1555, his first 
ll5 
published works had appeared at both Antwerp and Venice. 
There is evidence that in 1564 he was living in Munich. In 
1571, he is known to have visited Paris and was introduced 
to the French court. Charles IX, in 1574, offered him a 
munificent salary as chamber musician, but CP~rles died in 
the same year, and Lasso remained :i. n his post at Munich. 
Friendly relations with Paris continued, however, and Henry 
III g r~mte d him, in 1575, a special privilege f or the publi-
cation of his works, which was renewed in 15-Sl a.nd 1582.1 
His first published chanson, Las voulez vous, appeared in 
the Antwerp collection of 1555. He was, accordingly, wri-
ting in the idiom at l east sixteen years before he visited 
Faris. Yet this first chanson displays many features of 
Lasso 's best chanson output. 
Considering first the three general styles of the com-
poser, we see that about half of his chansons begin with imi-
tation (it is to be remembered once again that he is, l ike 
J oaquin, Flemish). Yet some of them are of an essentially 
chordal style , which may be derived from Jannequin and , to 
a lesser degree, Claudin. Still others f us e the two sty les. 
Thus we see all three sty les that have been designated in the 
works of the other composers . Soyons joyeux sur la plsisant 
1 For further biographica~ data see: Reese, G. op.cit., 
Van den Borren, C. En uelle annee Ro l and de Lassus est-ll 
ne? (Bulletin se la Societ Union muaicologique VI 1926) 
51; Van den Borren, c. Orlanda De Lassus, 1920, p.lf. 
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verdure, 1 presents a good example of his imitative style. 
The following offers the opening phrase. 
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The chordal style can be seen in his Un jour vis un 
fou l on . 2 Also in this work;·, as well as in many other composi-
tions by Lasso , the never-ending problem of musica ficta 
crops up--more often than in the works of the p reviously dis -
cussed composers. If ''musica fi cta . est mu s i c a ve r a , 11 and if 
the adaptation of accidentals is as close to "correctness" as 
any of the exper ts can agree u pon, there arises in these com-
,.. 
positions much cross-relation. This presents a certain amount 
of dif.ficul t y in transcription for perform2nce :P1..lrposes. The 
cross-relation t hat crops up as a result of mus i c a f icta, •nhe-
_ 
1 
Lassus, R. Premier fascicule des melanges, ],{~i tres musici~ns · de l a ren'ai:s·sance .. f'raric -i:ds~ 11 Expert , H. (ed .). 
2 ibid. 
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ther lt be the result of "musics. vera" or whether it be the 
result of the editor ' s conception of historic validity, often 
sounds dissonant to the nmode r n 11 ear. For the most part , it 
is for the perf ormers to decide the de gree of historic cor-
rectness as combined with what perhaps may be.a more pleasant 
sound to the ears of the audience. 
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This previous example is surprisingly like the style 
of Jannequin's programmatic chansons. Tbis affinity is not 
lessened any by the alliteration which is propagated by the 
repetition of the words of the text (foul on qu. i foul :L ot) • 
This characteristic appears even more vividly at the end of 
t he composition. 
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The difference between this and the alliterative, per-
cussive style of Jannequin arises from the harmo ny. Jannequin 
extends one single harmony for many measures, redistributing 
tones of the same chord among the vo i ces. Lasso, however, ac-
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companies this repetition of text and rhythm with varying har-
monic patterns. Once again, the Jannequin influence is accom-
panied by the Claudin influence. In the previous example, the 
first measure consists of alternations of G minor and D major 
chords; the second measure consists of F major and C ~ajor 
chords; the third measure consists of D major, G minor and C 
minor chords. 
Avecque vous mon amour1presents t h e third type of I;asso 
ch..anson, a fusion of the imjy;tative and chordal styles. 
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In this chanson and in the two previous ones, a style has been 
displayed that possesses the stylistic elements of both Janne-
quin and Claudin, thus evolving a. certain balance of form and 
1 ibid. 
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content: it is the classical balance that is found in the cul-
mination of any parti cular phase of art. Some of h is chansons 
are long enough to be i n more than one movement, but t hey a re 
nowhere near as long as Jannequin 1 s programmatic works. Some 
of them are very short, but none of them are so short as many 
of Claudin 1 s pieces, which have as few as twenty measures. 
Balance is obtained , moreover, not only t h rough pr oper length 
and form, but through Lasso's ability to extend or to minimize 
any ideas that were seen in h is predecessors. Any overly-ac-
centuated characteristics that may have ap peared in the works 
of these men become modified in the chansons of Lasso.. This 
can b e seen i n his modi fication of technique in the previous 
example. It was also exhibited in Un jour vis un fou lon, 
where hints of the percus s iveness of Jannequin and hints of 
J'annequin's word paint i ng through t he alliteration of re peated 
word s or phrases were designated. At the same t:lme, t h e al l i-
tera tion and percussiveness are subdued i nto a n-:ore sed ate, 
well-rounded style. 
In addition to avoiding some of the idiosyncra sies of 
his predecessors, he adopts some of their peculiarities of 
style, and carries them on farther--for example t he "quasi-
anti phonal" effect. Like some of the previous composers, !Jas-
so uses two pairs of voices answering each other, as i n En un 
lieu on l'gn n~ voit, or as in the followin g example from 
~ --- --- . - ·-
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ua.nd mon ma.ri.1 
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He also goes much further than this. Unlike the majo-
1 ibid. 
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rity of the other compos ers, he doe~ not confine himself to 
the rigi dity of four-vo i ced writing . Many examples of three, 
five, and six-part chansons can be f ound i~he collected edi-
tion of this works. In these chansons, he capitalizes on the 
antiphonal effect that can be gained by a type of vo i ce doub-
ling ; for example in De ssus le marche d 1 Arras: 1 
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The ultimate accomplislrment of his antiphonal style oc-
1 ibid. 
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curs in his chansons for eight voices. Here, he has brought 
to its culmination (for this particular phase of music, at 
any rate) that which Josquin, Claudin, and Jannequin had been 
intimating--a pOJ. J chora.l effect. Of the 146 chansons in the 
complete , edition of his works1 five are written for eight voi-
ces. Volume XI I contains no chansons ·.vri tten for more ·t han 
five voices. Volume XIV has three chansons for eight voices: 
Dis-moi mon coeur, Que dis-to que fais-tu, and Un jou l'a.mant 
et l'a.mie. The remaining two eight-voiced chansons occur in 
Volume XVI. They are, in order: Hole. Caron, nautonier infer-
nal, and 0 doux parle. 
Dis-moi mon coeur, is one of the l onger of the Lasso 
chansons, consist i ng of sixty-five measures. Empl oying a 
text of Ronsard, the work is almost entirely antiphonal. The 
first twelve measures are given to Chorus I, the next t en mea-
sures are given to Chorus II, etc. Towards the end, the t wo 
choruses sing simultaneously . There exist in this worlr no 
fast retorts; instead, each chorus sings compl e te phras es or 
both choruses sing to gether. In measure fifty-seven, however, 
he offers both choruses in a type of contrapuntal antiphonal 
fashion. The effect i s extreme1y:··pleasing., as its accelerated 
climactic char2.cter occurs immediately before the long notes of 
1 The chansons of Lasso appear in; Orlando di Lasso, 
Samtliche Werke, Habertl, F. x. and Sandberger, A. (ed.), 
vols. XI I , XIV, and XVI• 
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the final cadence, as in the following example: 
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Despite the fact that this is an example of late six-
teenth century music--a phase pre f acing, and supposedl y caus-
ing, a return to simplicity and the stile rappresentativeo, 
IV 
this example does not represent skill at the cost or ·expression. 
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Despite its intricacy and the number of voices involved i n 
the JP ,~ ~ pattern, the clarity and seemingl y simple beau-
t y of the pass age is not forsaken, but ra t her, il l umina ted. 
There is no doubling nor is there any r ange c onflicts or rhy-
thmic conf licts. The first bass is the only voice tha t does 
not enter into the imitative activities. Instead, i t stays 
c onstant on the low "A". This is not lacking in similarity 
t o t he pedal-point tha t usually appears at the end of a t radi-
tiona l f ugue. Here, as in the fugue, t h e "pedal-point" serves 
as a stabilizing factor, allowing the tension to culminate in 
the other seven voices, while it holds the harrnonic thread to-
gether. Also, as in the fugue, it occurs on the domi nant tone. 
Que dis-tu que fais-tu is more of an actual poly-cho-
ral effect, the combination of the two choruses being empl oyed 
only towards the very end of the chanson. This tex t is also 
by Ronsard. 
Un jour 1 1 amant et 1 1 amie employs a combination ensem-
ble and polychoral style. It be gins with the t wo choruses 
answeri ng each other at i ntervals of two measures. This in-
terval decreases until t hey are employed simultaneously (mea-
sure sixteen). In measure twenty-two, they alternate once a-
gain at intervals of two measures, followed by another "en-
semble" section. Towards the end, tension is increased by 
alternating choruses at every fourth beat. The piece ends in 
an ensemble.manner. 
Hola, Caron, nautonnier infernal is another of the lon-
12? 
ge r chansons by this composer, consisting of seventy-one mea-
sures. Set to a text by De :Magny, it presents, once. again , a 
long phrase antiphonal style , and a short-phrased "patter" type 
of antiphonal style , as well as an ensemble technique . The 
first f orty- six measures consist of the two choruses alterna-
ting complete phrase s. In measure forty-seven, they are blend-
ed together for seven measures. ~rhen they alternate at very 
s hort intervals for four measure s. At measure fifty-eight, 
they are again together. At measure sixty-three , they alter-
n~t e quickly once again. The last five measures are ensemble. 
This rapid alternation among long-phrases , short phrases , and 
ensemble reminds one of Jannequin .. 
0 doux parler, the last of the polychoral chansons , is 
in two sections , and is a comparatively long compos ition . 
Once again, Lasso uses a te x t by Ronsard. The first section, 
as is usuall y the case, is a combination of l on g-phrased alter-
na.tions and ensemble. The ensemble sings the end o f the sec-
tion, as in all pieces of this t ype . The second section fol-
lows the same eeneral pat t ern, but is aL~o st entirely a combi-
nation of short- phrased alternations and ensemble . 
All of the chansons that employ two choruses are 
through-composed. Vll'he n a compos ition is in two sections, 
there is always a dist :i.nct fina l cadence, with a fermata at 
the end of the f irs t section. There is very little melodic , 
harmonic, or rhythmic connection be~veen the two sect ions . 
In 0 doux parler, the s ingle polychoral chanson that is in 
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tv"iO sections, the first section ends on an E chord, v1hile the 
second section begins on an A chord . This seems to be the only 
affinity between the two sections. The foll )wi ng exemplifies 
the situation: 
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Having surveyed the composer's fusion of styles, his 
balance of form and content, his polychoral chansons, and his 
"quasi-antiphonal" effects, we shall now investigate his use 
of rhy thmic; and ca.dential formulae for it is seen that r .asso 
employs "stencils" equally as mu ch as did Jannequin and Clau-
din. In the second volume of' his chansons; most of the com-
positions be gin with a long-8hort stencil. Eight of his cban-
. sons emplo~r in an exact fashion, the cl ,I ,I o1 o f stencil, which 
was found in the chansons of the previously discussed compo-
sers, especially those of Claudin de Ser.misy.2 The similarity 
between the opening sections of many of these chansons and the 
chansons of Claudin is extremely noticeable. A comparison be-
tween the opening measures of Mais que pourrait etre celui, by 
Lasso , and Claudin 1 s Un Grant plaisir Cupido me DoP~a , presents 
one such similarity . 
2l ibid., vol. XIV. TneSe eight composit ions are: La Terre les eaux, Un 
mesna,.ier viellard, Et me prenant au collet, S'i1 y a compap:non, 
Elle ~ ' en va de moi, Le rossignol :Plaisant , Est-11 possible a 
moi and PUisque fortune a sur moi. 
_, 
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Cadential stencilling is employed to a much lesser de-
gree. There exists no stencils of the kind employe d by Clau-
din. Lass o does, at times, use a type of stock ending , but 
this is the extent of his cadential repetition. His cadences 
are original from chanson to chanson . In this instance, he is 
looking towards the future, and breaking away from Renaissance 
tradition. While he is the culminator of this phase French se-
cular music, he is not without innovations. The "stock" end-
ing can be found, ho·wever, i n the two follow i ng exa_-nples from 
Ton nom que mon vers dire and the response from Ores que je 
suis dispos--Verse moi done du vin. 
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In t~~s particular and in the previously designated 
characteristics, we have seen that the chansons of Orlando di 
Lasso present many simi larities to t hose of Claudin de Ser.mi -
/ 
sy and Clement Jannequin . Though culminating an era of music, 
howeve r, Lasso does not neglect to loo~ ahead rather than sim-
ply confining himself to the precedents of other men. In addi-
tion, it is important that some of the traits originated or 
develo ped by the two composers of the Paris School contributed 
to Lasso's "looking ahead, " as well as to his culmi nating this 
particular period of the French chanson. So it is seen that 
the chansons of Claudin and Jannequin, although u sually thought 
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of as being a unique style, contributed much to the French poly-
phonic chanson in general , and had much in corrm1on with it. To 
be sure, a few characteristics of the Paris School we re unique, 
but t h e majority of' them can be found prematurely in the works 
J oaqu in or De La Rue, as well as l a ter in the works of Las s o. 
Thus, Lasso sums up the characteristics of the works of Jos-
quin des Pres, Pierre de la Rue , Cle~ent Jannequin, and Clau-
din de Serm.isy . In essence, he has sifted t he existing mate-
rials and obtaine d the pure st and final form of the French chan-
son of the sixteenth century. 
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CONCLUSION 
The problem which has been posed in this thesis is the 
investigation of the Parisian school of chanson composers of 
the sixteenth century, with special attention to Cl~ment Jan-
nequin and Claudin de Sernusy. The present study differs 
somewhat from previous ones in t hi s field in that it attempts 
to consid er the compositions here involved as music in its own 
right, rather than as primarily a preliminary form of some 
other music or as a body of biographical and historical re-
cords. This atte:mpt is J~ustified by the aesthetic value of 
the music, its usableness today, and also its historical im-
portance as the first blossoming of Renaissance secular music 
in widely disseminated printed form. 
To understand the aesthetic values and historical im-
portance of the Parisian school, it has been necessary to con-
sider the times within which it flourished, and its principa.l 
predecessors and successors. The fore going thesis has accor-
dingly covered the area relevant to an understanding of the 
flowering of secular music in the sixteenth century in generl:l-1 
and the Parisian school in particular. 
When, about the middle of the sixteenth century , Ita-
lian theorists began to formulate the difference between the 
concepts of sacred and secular music, t b.ey gave criteria that 
hold true for the French chanson as well as for the Italian 
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madrigal. Similar tendencies, it may be added, develope d in 
Germany during the second half of the sixteenth century. The 
French chanson, vrl th t he aid of printe d publications, contri-
buted a great deal towards the process of t he secularization of 
music . 
Some of the characteristics that constituted this con-
tribution have been set forth on the precedin,g pages. In or-
der to elucidate this material, the following pages present 
a conclusion of these characteristics. 
JOSQ.UIN DES PRES 
This composer empl oys , for the most part, a pol·yphonic 
style--each voice is of equal interest. There is, moreover, a 
tendencw to employ canon. Interwoven with this polyphonic 
style, however, is a triadal style. Consequently , the uniqu e 
elements of the "new" chanson are fused with the traditional 
elements of the Flemish school. 
As an integral part of this fusion, Joaquin is faithful 
at times to the old formes fixes , but more characteristically 
breaks away from them. At least in their recourse to repeti-
tive schemes, his free chansons take an occasional cue from 
the old forms. As might be expected, the influence of the 
free motet is frequently evident. 
To emphasize the symmetry of his >Nri ting , Joaquin often 
repeats a phrase of the two higher voices in the t wo l ower ones 
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and thus anticipates, in a way, the antiphony of t wo choruses 
so dear to t he Baroque. This characteristic is developed more 
i n the Parisian chansons. 
The formal structure of the chansons of this composer 
is of g reat v ariety. He employs t h e following forms: 
Rondeau 
Canon 
Single, double, and triple. 
Strophic form 
Through-composed form 
Motet-like form 
Cantus fermi 
Freely-composed form 
Ballade-like form 
PIERRE DE LA RUE 
Like Joaquin and the masters of the Late Flemish 
school, t h is composer employs a fusion of harmony and polyphony. 
Also, polyphony is empl oyed to t he ex tent of canonic f orms. 
Unlike Josquin, however, Pierre de la Rue severs most relation-
shi ps with the fo~nes fixes. He does, though, at time s resort 
t o repetitive schemes and, in the process, seeks to vary the 
patterns in the true polyphonic style of the period. Also, 
like Joaquin, De la Rue had an ever-growing respect for har-
mony and the triad. 
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C~ENT JANNEQUIN 
Although he is only slightly influenced by the works of 
Joaquin and Pierre de la Rue , Jannequin employs a polyphonic 
style alternating with a chordal style. Jannequin 1 s polyphony, 
however, is conceived on a harmonic bas i s. These ~~rmonies are 
often extended reiterations of one chord, resulting in a decla-
matory effect. In this type passage, the tex t is onomatopoe-
tic, resulting in a parlando-like effect. This t ype of writi ng 
is noticed especially in his progra~atic compositions. 
He displays in most of these compositions no great har-
monic or melodic originality. Instead, the emphasis is placed 
on the various, percussive rhythmi c eff ects that evolve a vi -
vi d tonal picture . Some of the additional characteristics of 
his programmatic chansons are: 
A. The re exist extremes of leng th in his chansons. 
B. He employs (more often than Joaquin or Pierre 
de la Rue) a pre-antiphonal style. 
c. He employs quod-libets. 
D. He conceives much of his music as being the re-
sult of vertically g rouped tones. This is done 
t o such an extent that thsre is often a complete 
absence of melody. 
E. He opens compositions 'H ith a repeated note mo-
tive. 
F . He employs texts of contemporary poets. 
Jannequin writes in a traditional sty le as well as in 
a program~atic style or in a chordal style. In his traditi onal 
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chansons, many of the characte':'istics in the chansons of the 
previous composers are evident. Especially evident is the 
fact that t hese works employ a conventional polyph onic style. 
Some of them are traditional enough t o employ canon. At the 
same time, many new characteristics are displayed. Some of 
these are: 
A. He alternates passages of binary and ternary 
rhythms. 
B. He prefers humorous and even vul gar topics. As 
a consequence, these chansons poseess a folk 
element, botb textually and musically. 
c. These chansons displa·y a g ift for "catchy" 
rhythms and good melodies. 
D. These chansons are sim%lar in style to many 
Claudin chansons (they are usually only twenty 
to thirty measures long). 
E. These chansons have a similarity of formal 
structure. 
CLAUDIN DE SERMISY 
Claudin exemplifies, even more than Jannequin does, 
a reaction against complexity. Consequently, his chansons 
are even more suitable for per~ormance than t hose of Janne-
quin. One of the reasons for this is the strong influence 
of Italian music on his writing. Thus he writes, more consis-
tently than does Jannequin ~n a homophonic style--comparable 
with the Italian frottola. Some of his chansons even employ 
Italian texts. 
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Technical problems did not concern him at all . He ac-
cepted whatever solutions came down to hi m from r:is maste rs. 
The s t yle of his chans ons is essentially chordal , song-like 
and with usually a syllabic trea tment of texts. Addi t ional 
characteristics are: 
A. He favors the Dorian mode. Transposed Ionian 
and authentic Aeolian are also f requent l y used. 
B. He empl oys many rhythmic stencils. 
c. He displays occasional uses of dissonances. 
D. He is less inclined than Jannequin to use rea-
listic i mitation . 
E. His chansons are not so long as those of Janne-
quin . 
F . His chansons display an ele gance and a neatness 
of form. 
G. A change of time signature occurs rarely . 
~-I. The princ ipal melody is usually in t h e top 
voice , the lower voices forming an accompani-
ment. 
lf. He employs (but not to the extent that Jannequin 
does) the "quasi-ant iphonal " style. 
J. Repeated not es are a rarity in his chanson s . 
K . Lueidi ty of form is t he out standing tecr1nical 
feature of his chansons. 
ORLANDO DI LASSO 
Ihany of the characteristics of the four previou sly 
discussed composers appear throughout the compositions of 
Orlando di Lasso . His chansons are "typically r rench" in 
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that they are perfectly adapted to text, yet he does not em-
ploy the descriptive style of Jannequln. If he can be allied 
t o anyone (besides Josqui n des Pres), it wou ld probablv be 
Claudin de Sermisy, for his style has the same qu alities of 
l yricism. At times, however, he shows an affinity with Jane-
quin. 'l'his is seen in his chansons that empl '-'Y a percussive 
style. Lasso even goes to the extent of empl oying allitera-
tive techniCjl.les. 
About half the c'b..a.nsons by this composer be gin with ir.:.i-
ta.tion. Some of them, however, are of an essentially chordal 
style. Still others, at the beginning at least, are in a non-
imitative style of contrarmntal writing. 
Through t his fusion of the characteristics of hi s pre-
decessors, h is compositions have a classical balance. This is 
achieved by having : 
A. A balance of length 
B. A balance of form 
c. A modification of certain techniques 
1. He subdues the percussiveness and alli-
teration that appeared in the works of 
Jannequin. 
D. An illumination of favorable characteristics 
1. He extends and develops t he concept of 
the quasi-anti phonal style. 
Additional characteristics of the Lasso chanson are; 
A. His style does not re present sk~ . ll a t the cost 
of expression. 
B. Be employs rhythmic stencils equally as much as 
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Ja.nnequin and Cle..udin employed them. 
c. Cadential stencilling is employed in his works, 
but to a much lesser degree than is rhyt]:'l..mic 
stencilling .. 
D. The chansons of Lasso contain no changes of the 
time si gnature within a chanson . 
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